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The theory of nonlinear mode conversion is reviewed and applied to the ELMO Bumpy Torus

(EBT)lProceedings of the Sth International Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear

Fusion Research 1974 (IAEA, Vienna, 1975), Vol. 2, p. l4ll environment in the electron-

cyclotron, upper-hybrid, lower-hybrid, and ion-cyclotron frequency ranges. A variety of
parametric excitations in these frequency ranges is studied. Based on cascade saturation

mechanisms, the parametric turbulence levels and corresponding anomalous absorption rates of
the excited modes are evaluated. The relevance of nonlinear mode conversion for contemporary

and future EBT experiments is discussed.

I. ]NTBODUCTION

The aim of this study is to present a theory of nonlinear

mode conversion and anomalous plasma heating that can

take place in ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT)I experiments'

Four frequency domains are considered: electron-cyclotron

(EC), upper-hybrid (UH), tower-hybrid (LH), and ion-cyclo-

tron (IC) frequencies. The primary motivation for the study

is to evaluate the significance ofparametric processes in eiec-

tromagnetic (EM) wave-EBT plasma interactions2 and,

more specifically, in wave heating of EBT plasma' Further,

the calculations given in what follows could also be used in

investigating the possibility of "nonlinear control" in EBT,

e.g., new ways of production of e- and i-rings' their location,

modification of startup conditions, etc. Lastly, the proce-

dure used in this review could be formally directly applied to

other similar plasma configurations, e.g', mirrors'

In the EBT fusion scheme,r as it stands now, waves in

the electron cyclotron frequency range (ECFR) play a cru-

cial role. They are used in steady-state plasma creation, in

plasma sustainment, and in core plasma heating' In addi-

iion, *uu. absorption in the second electron-cyclotron har-

monic resonance layer plays a dominant role in the produc-

tion of the hot electron annulusi required for stability'

Plasma heating in this frequency range is made possible

by recenta encouraging development of gyrotrons' Further,

accessibility of EC waves in the high plasma density regions

of fusion devices is more effective when compared to, for

example, the LH and/or IC frequency range' In a tokamak,

this frequency range has been relatively well-explored ex-

perimentally5 and theoretically in the framework of linear

iheory.u A simiiar situation exists in mirror plasma configu-

rations where ECFR has been utilized for bulk plasma heat-

ing in a central cell of tandem mirrors and for generation of

energetic electrons in a single-cell mirror or in the end plugs

of tandem mirrors.T
Theoretical studies of heating in EBT have been based

largely on linear absorption models, leading to a qualitative

understanding of the core heating. For this complicated,

asymmetrical geometry, ray tracing must be used to deter-

mine details of wave propagation. A central feature is the
extraordinary mode right-hand cutoff, which prevents the X
mode injected into the mirror midplane from directly reach-
ing the fundamental resonant zone in the mirror throat. This
is significant because for typical core conditions, ordinary
mode direct absorption is negligible both at the fundamental
and at the second harmonic resonance, while heating by the
X mode at the second harmonic is similarly smail. Neverthe-
less, the core is observed to be strongly heated, testifying to
the fact that either the X mode is reaching the fundamental
resonance, or a nonlinear process is allowing either strong
absorption of X modes at the second harmonic surface or
strong absorption of the O mode at either fundamental or
second harmonic. These are the processes investigated in the
ECFR portions of this review.

A similar situation occurs for the lower frequency
ranges (lower hybrid through ion cyclotron). Experiments
over a variety offrequency ranges show ion heating increas-
ing with frequency when the frequency was above an onset

frequency that allows wave propagation. Both experimental-
ly and theoretically this onset frequency is of order 30 MHz
for density n-10t2 cm-3 and B - 5.5 kG. The heating ob-
served in EBT-S for a wave frequency of 30 MHz is substan-
tial. The mechanism by which the ions are heated is unlikely
to be linear wave absorption, since simplified theoretical
models predict only weak absorption by linear ion-cyclotron
wave damping for EBT-S parameters. Both the increase in
ion energy density and the short decay times when the ion
wave source is switched offattest to anomalously strong ab-

sorption from ICRH fields. Various nonlinear mechanisms
have been proposed to explain the discrepancy, including
coupling of fast and slow wave fields by plasma inhomogene-
ities, mode conversion processes, and production of lower-
hybrid fluctuations through an oscillating two-stream insta-
bility at ion-cyclotron harmonics. All of these processes

could contribute in various parameter ranges. The lower-
frequency portion of this review concentrates on parametric
absorption processes, which should come into play as the
ion-cyclotron frequency range (ICFR) power increases.
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For a reactor size EBT, gyrotrons capable of generating
more than I MW of power in a continuous wave (CW) mode
of operation will be required. At present, 200 kW tubes are
lvailable in CW operation (pulse duration z Z l0 msec), and
around I MW in pulsed operation (r- l00psec). These high
power levels suggest that nonlinear processes could already
play a significant role in EBT plasma heating and e- or i-ring
production,8 and we here investigate that suggestion.

Although the electron-cyclotron frequency range has

been basic in the electromagnetic wave-EBT plasma interac-
tion,8-ro from the beginning of research in EBT other fre-
quency domains have been (relatively less) studied. Recently,
lower-hybrid frequency range (LHFR)rr and ion-cyclotron
frequency range (ICFR)r2'r3 waves have attracted significant
attention both for the heating of core plasma and possibly for
the production of an ion annulus.ro However, the founda-
tions of rf plasma heating theory in LHFR and ICFR are
presently largely based on tokamak applications, both for
linear and noniinear theory (see, for example, Ref. l5 and
references therein). Here we extend and modify these foun-
dations as appropriate for EBT applications.

The organization of this review is as follows. In Sec. II
we give the relevant aspects of nonlinear mode conversion
theory for a range of parameters typical of EBT experiments
in the electron-cyclotron, lower-hybrid, and ion-cyclotron
frequency domains. We present a parametric excitation the-
ory including plasma inhomogeneity, finite extent of the
driver pump, and driver pump finite wavelength. We also
take into account convection of the excited electrostatic
modes in various frequency ranges. Accordingly, the treat-
ment of thresholds and growth rates is given in a unified
manner. The problem of identifying the convective or abso-

lute character ofthe instabilities is beyond the scope ofthis
review because it demands a self-consistent treatment of
driver pump propagation and plasma response in the reso-
nance layers. However, in some cases, such identification
has already been stated in the literature; we use any such
available material in our calculations. In the frame of weak
parametric turbulence theory, cascading saturation mecha-
nisms are involved, being the most efective saturation
mechanisms for the frequency mismatches considered in this
work. In the lower-hybrid frequency we also discuss the rel-
evance of strong parametric turbulence processes based on
rate equations. In Secs. III and IV, threshold values, para-
metric growth rates, turbulence levels, and nonlinearly ab-
sorbed energy in electron-cyclotron and upper-hybrid reson-
ances are given. Section V deais with nonlinear processes at
the edge and interior of an EBT plasma, considering excita-
tion of Gould-Trivelpiece modes and lower-hybrid waves.

In Sec. VI we study nonlinear processes at ion-cyclotron har-
monic resonances. Limitations of the vaiidity of the theory
and possibilities of observing nonlinear effects in contempo-
rary and future EBT experiments are discussed in Sec. VII.

II. NEAR.THRESHOLD NONLINEAR MODE
CONVERSION THEORY

This section will be dedicated to a general presentation
of the nonlinear mode conversion theory, emphasizing those
aspects that are specific for EM wave-EBT plasma interac-

tion. In other words, the case of weak driver pumps when
spatial amplification length of excited high-frequency waves
is larger than the spatial damping length of low-frequency
modes is considered.

A. Parametrlc ercltailon
Consider the interaction of X- and O-mode driver

pumps with the electric field E(r,r ) : Eo sin(arsl - h . r)
with a low-B inhomogeneous plasma (for EBT-S,
B -6X l0-3). The relevant inhomogeneity gradients are ori-
ented along thex andy axis (see Fig. l). In the linear phase of
the development of decay parametric instabilities, the evolu-
tion of the excited oscillations in (ar,k) space is governed by
the weak mode-mode coupling dispersion relation given
byt6'tr

€(@ + iy,kl€(@ - @o + iy,k - h) + F2 :0. (l)

Here e(d; + iy,kl-€ L and e(ar - coo * iy,k - ko)-e, are
the low- and high-frequency plasma dielectnc permittivi-
tiesrs're (see Appendix A), respectively, p. is the wave cou-
pling coefficient, and 7 is the parametric growth rate. Equa-
tion (l ) describes parametric decay processes, i.e.,
three-wave interaction process of a driver pump with a

Stokes'sideband at(at - @6,k - l(o) andabeatwaveat(@,k).
By Taylor expansion of the mode-mode coupling dispersion
relation ( 1) in a.r space we obtain

\y+y")\y+yr)
-/dRee.,\-r /dRee. \-'*r'\-;)-=-n\ 

^=)-:-,:o' 
l2l

where y , , y L are the linear damping rates of high- and low-
frequency modes, respectively, and Re denotes real part. The
nonlinear mode coupling relation (2) describes formally two
kinds of parametric excitations. First is the excitation of
high-frequency modes coupled to low-frequency modes with
appropriate coupling coefficients. In the electron-cyclotron
frequency range (ECFR), we shall study excitation of elec-
tron-cyclotron fEC)and upper-hybrid (UH)waves, as high-
frequency modes, coupled to ion-acoustic, lower-hybrid,
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FIG. l. Magnetic ficld and electromagnetic wavc geometry in one mirror
ccU arc shown. Casc (a) dcnotes a rc0ected wave from thc wall and {b) and lc)
a reflected wave in the ncxt mirror ccll and high-field launching, respective-
ly. Thc length is 2b;2a is thc width of onc mrrror sccuon.
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and ion-cyclotron waves, as low-frequency modes' In the

lower-hybnd frequency range we study coupling of lower-

hybrid and Gould-Trivelpiece waves with ion'cyclotron and

ion-Bernstein waves. In the ion-cyclotron frequency range

we study excitation of ion-cyclotron harmonics by a magne'

tosonic wave PumP'
With appropriately evaluated coupling coefficients, re'

lation (2) describes, also, excitation of two modes of the same

nature (for ex:mple, two electron-cyclotron' lower-hybrid'

or ion-cyclotron waves). In this case, in (l) and (2) yt-y,
and e ,-e, . Frequencies and wave vectors of the external

driver pump (a.,0, h) and the excited wave (ar., k tl, ko L - a o,

k. - h) satisfy the following selection rules: @o(h)

I ,rlktl 'f arlkr\,(a*-ap - o)6t kr-k1 - ko), and

k:kr*kr'
The linear phase of the development of parametric insta-

bilities is extensively studied in Refs. 16, 17, and 20' Based on

the Vlasov-Poisson formalism of parametric instabilities of

longitudinal waves in magnetized plasma, we obtain for the

threshold value of the wave coupling coefficient, in the case

of excitation of the low-frequency mode,

I pLl'

(ffi)'rw'e',,

(TxYt * TrVal'- V*Y,
Ar: TaTt : -- 4VJ-: Lr,

(4)

Lt {4\, L - is the length corresponding to mismatching of
wave vectors caused by the plasma inhomogeneity. It is giv-

enby L* : (2n/13Lk,/dilltt2, with Ak, - ko, - k71 - ksi,
where i denotes the axis along the relevant inhomogeneity
gradient.

The dissipative threshold is obtained from Eq. (2) by

setting T : 0, and gives the intensity of the electric field re-

quired to cancel the linear dissipation (collisional or non-
collisionai) of the excited modes. The convective threshold is

obtained from a model of homogeneous plasma that takes

into account the convective character of the excited waves

(for a mathematical treatment, see Refs. 19 and 21). The
threshold caused by the plasma inhomogeneity is a well-
known result of Rosenbluth.22 In our presentation it is di-
rectly obtained from Eq. (2) (y : O\, introducing equivalent
dissipation of excited modes y s -Y s / L y aod y L-V L / L M,
where ys,V, and /L,V1 ?te the linear damping rates and
group velocities of high- and low-frequency modes, resPec-

tively.
The threshold caused by the finite extent of the pump is

obtained from the third term in (4) by putting L u-L, where
I is the effective extent of the driver pump. In EBT experi-
ments this threshold is lower \L > L u\ than the inhomogen-

eous one. In (3), E I is the threshold value of the driver pump

electric field, ReX,(a.r,k) and ReX"(ar,k) are the real parts of
the low-frequency ion and electron linear plasma susceptibi-
lities, and e, me are the electron charge and mass. respective-

ly.
The function f {e,|Xl describes the geometry of the in-

teraction and has the form:

:(#) -:..(#).:.,n,, (3)

where l, specifies the dissipative, convective, and inhomo-

geneous electric field thresholds, respectively,

.r t',e,xt: 
["o, 

0 cos v . (#e - #)sin d sin v cos (]' * ['t 0 sin v'- t (#*A - #%) ]'
(5)

Here 1is the angle between the vectors (k - h) and 86, 1 is the angle between Bo and Er, and f is the angle between two planes

formed by two pairs of vectors, (k - ko,Bo) and (Bn'Eo)'--- 
it. coupling coefficient (3) can be written in somewhat different form:

where rru is the amplitude of the complex vector descnbing the oscillation of electrons with respect to the ions in the driver

pump eL-ctric field Eo and the dc magnetic field Bo' and is gven by 
i

r., : E . (; # - * #) -,,,(; # -6 - * #-*)
/p O" ei Oi \.-o (, | 

-', 
I \-iEq,l ' . .-- 

3_,1,1 )*r,"\-r;_{U-,\.,"_ei)-'^ \-, ,oolal,'o - Al1 rn, a olt't,

:, ( ' - '' \ tr)
- uozt . - --; i'

\m"a6 m,ai /

In (6), X, (ar,k) and y. (ar,k) are the linear ion and electron susceptibilities at low frequency, respectively, and k is the wave vector

of in"'ior"-frequency (beat) mode. In (7), O" and 0, are the electron and ion-cyclotron frequencies, respectiveiy.

(6)
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If two modes with approximately the same frequencies
are excited, the coupling coefficient takes the form

,,,r1r-(lh.2k - ko)2 ( 'E[ \' r(A r wlwHl-- 't t ' tJ\vt>'1t- k' \m"a'o /

/dRer"\: l---j I Ar, (8)
\ dO /u=ua

*5g1s I "-:A, for Y r -V, and y, -y o . I n somewhat difer-
ent form (8) reads

, |(t-k,)'ru'=tr, : __=;__* {2k.Itu _ kit,. (9)
e'(k - rtu)

We note that a weak coupling approximation in the par-

ametric dispersion relation [see (1) and (2)] is employed be'
cause of the relatively low driver pump electric field intensi-
ties available per mirror section in contemporary EBT
experiments.

As seen from (3) and (4), the threshold value for convec-
tive instability [frrst term in (4)] is lower in the homogeneous
plasma, in general, than the threshold vaiue for absolute in-
stabilities [second term in (a)]. In inhomogeneous plasma it
was shown in Ref. 22 that, once threshold value [third term
in (4)] has been exceeded, parametric instabilities will evolve
as convective. More subtle treatment of the problem to in-
clude spatial structure23 of the driver pump electric field
caused by the plasma inhomogeneity, shows that parametric
rnstabilities can evolve as convective or absolute depending
on plasma parameters and wavenumbers of the excited
waves. The problem of establishing the character of parame-
tric instabilities is beyond the scope of this review and in the
following anomalous absorption will be treated for convec-
tive instabilities as more likely to appear in the presence of
the weak driver pump electric field. The influence of a con-
vective and/or absolute character of parametric instabilities
on anomalous absorption in relatively stronger driver pump
electric fields (more typical for tokamaks) was addressed in
Refs. 24 and25. In the case ofexcitation ofconvective para-
metric instabilities, reievant quantities are the spatial growth
rate Im k and spatial linear damping rates Im kr,Im k. of
high- and low-frequency modes, respectively. By Taylor ex-
pansion of the mode-mode coupling dispersion relationr6 in
k space, we obtain

(r^*,n r"\(mr * /') - rto ,o)r Vr,, )\ Vr., ) :Vr.,VL.,l 
'

where

^)r do
ld Re e, /)al- :.,(d Re e, /dotl- : -,

(l l)

is the dissipation free growth rate emerging from (2) by put-
tingyr:y 2: 0. In (10) we considered the one-dimensional
case where i denotes the relevant axis along which convec-

tion of modes takes place. For EBT experiments, because of
relativeiy weak driver pump electric field available per sec-

tion, the case of interest is the spatial growth rate less than

the spatial damping rate of the low-frequency mode, lm k,
q Im kollm k..

Finally, note that for the plasma modes and plasma pa-

rruneters considered, the dispersion relation (l) represents a

good approximation in the three frequency ranges studied

here [for modification of (l ] see, for example, Ref. (26)].

B. Some aspects of weak and strong parametrlc
turbulence processes

Saturation of parametric instabilities in the weak turbu-
lence theory approximation (y <ot1, /-parametric growth
rate, and ar. frequency of one of two parametrically excited
modes with lower frequency) is fully described by the nonlin-
ear wave kinetic equations2T'28:

irwrlk,t I : 2lklllx(k,, ) - zrt1{klwH(k,t ), (12)

?.rwrsk,tl : 2lklwLlk,r) - 2|dL(k\wLk,tl, (13)

where the linear operat o, ir., is grven by

(14)

In (12)and (13) l4to.r(k,t )are the spectral energy density of
high- and low-frequency parametrically excited modes given

by

a Eir.ro
Wo.rlk1 I : ;; [ar Re er.. {rz,k)]_ : @H Ltrt -r*

( l5)

and the total energy density of the excited spectra by llu.,
: t dk Wr.rlk).In (15), E,u,"p is the electnc field ampli-

tude of the high- and low-frequency modes and a.lr.. (k) is the
corresponding frequency spectnrm. The source of parame-
tric turbulence is described by the flrst term on the right-
hand side of (12) and (13), where flk) is the parametric
growth rate describing primary decay of incoming radiation
into two plasma modes.

Nonlinear dissipation of the excited I/ and I mode in
(12)and (13) is modeled by 2fl!(kll//H.Llk), where fl!(k1
represents the equivalent noniinear damping rate. It de-
scribes the transfer of H (L ) mode energy from the region of
primaryexcitation [kd + Lk,a(W ) + Aar] intosurrounding
regions of(ar,k) space caused by the noniinear interaction of
waves. Here M is the decay wave vector defined by
aro(lro) : @ u (W I + c,t t(Xd ) and the quantities Ak,Aar depend
on the primary parametric growth rate lk]:yo(k). In our
case of relatively weak driver pumps, the approximation of
monochromatic primary parametric excitations, 

I 
Ak | < lkd I

and Lto1.o(l<d ), is valid. Consequently, the total energy den-
sity ofthe excited spectrum is

I- * o,o 
u 

* [arr.. (k)Re e o.,(a,k\f - : os.a\y\

x E ?H,L e / 16r - lY r,, (M \. (16)

In Sec. II B l, it will be shown that because of the quasimon-

ochromaticity of the pnmary parametric excitation, it is pos-

sible to model nonlinear wave interaction based on a power
balanceze treatment of (12)and (13).

The nonlinear terms in (12) have the explicit form (see,

for example, Ref. 27)

Ln.,-4+Y,.,**zyo.,
dt dr

p'
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-zrtL(klw,(k,tl
: -'tl I ax'ax, e,Lrk,k'3,16(k - k,- k")

,t I

FIG. 2. Dispcnion curve of cold lower-hybrid waves ot: rir@ [l + tt
2{k, / k l'z(m, / m,) ] . The numben t, 2, . . . n, . . ., N - l, ly' denote cascades,
wherc.ifis thc total number ofcascades. The arrow shows thc flow ofenergy
of the driver pump into the condensated region (shaded area). Here ftr, is
the decay wavenumber defining primary excitations gven by (20).

and taking into account that T" a 20 Tt in EBT-S, wesee that
the third term in parentheses will not play any role in the
cascading processes. This means that transfer of energy will
go mainly through changes of k, (see Fig. Zl.In (19), c;flg
: @ei/(l + o2o"/Q!1t/2, where api and @pe are the ion and

electron plasma frequency, respectively. For the decay
wavenumber we have

(k,\' _ 2f_ro - rif^lr)l m"

\k/a al.,lr) mi

Expression (20) is evaluated under the assumption that
ao - dtl*lr))ar,.(r) (for EBT-S parameters 4ro - @ln(-*r
5 l00i), which corresponds to the case of excitation of a
well-defined ion-cyclotron wave. In the opposite case,
oto- afnlr)<arrc, quasimodeslo (especially if T,-T) are
excited. They have, however, in principle, higher thresholds
and are not of interest for weak driver pumps (see Ref. 20).
We note that once excited their growth rates could be larger
than the growth rates of well-defined modes.

Primary excited lower-hybnd waves decay further into
other LHW coupled to ion-cyclotron wayes, etc. It is to be
noted that cascade saturation mechanisms always take place
in regions whose location with respect to the resonance sur-
face is given by A : ao - a.*(r)yo)lsy zsmentioned earlier.
Such a frequency mismatch gives a primary excited mode
with strong dispersion and, accordingly, its energy is dissi-
pated effectively through cascade energy transfer into the
regions of lower lkl (see Fig. 2). The frequency spectrum of
cascades is given by

@y)r(kflr ) : r, - >.,r'{tk,frL),

k\!,L^: ( - l)'-'lk,.o -ln- l)6k,.r_s].

12t\

(221

Here a denotes the cascade number and at\it is the frequency
of the ion-cyclotron wave in the mth cascade. The wavenum-
ber spacing between cascades, dk,, is given by (Fig. 2)

|k,.rn _ Zrrr"(2k,,ol m"

ki 2,cDLHk,.d mi

x [ot n lkllY o (k'.t lW L(k",t ]

- a s (k' I 11/ 
" 

{k,t I W' L(k",t I

- ror(k'\LYrlk,tlWH(k',t )j , (17)

where Qr. (k,k',k') is the kernel of nonlinear interaction of
waves rr,(k), ox(k'), and ar.(k - k'). The first term on the
right-hand side of (17) describes the confluence interaction
oxlk') * lo2lk"l-'<o-(k), and two others the decay interac-
tion atolkl-,<o"(k') + otlk"l. A simiiar expression could be
written for the low-frequency mode:

- 2\dL(k"lWLB",tl

ar(k'\ f: - 
u' ' I dk' dk" 6(k" + k' _ k)o(k"k,k")
2tr )

x fror(k')Wr(k,t IWH(k',t I

* a s(k' lW o(k,t \W L(k",t I

- ros(kll/rlk',tlw,(k",tl). (18)

Taking into account the Manley-Rowe relation Wr/W,
-yrttr/yoto, (/r,/o damping rates of the low- and high-
frequency mode) and because of the inequality yrVy, valid
in EBT plasmas, we can neglect W, in\17), so that the dy-
namics of the high-frequency mode is not affected by the
dynamics of the low-frequency mode. This, as will be shown
in Sec. II B I, enables us to treat the dynamics of the high-
frequency mode [Eq. (12)] by a power balance equa-
tion.2a'25'2e A detailed treatment of (12) and (18) is given in
Ref. 30 for the case of excitation of two Gould-Trivelpiece
(G-T) modes or a G-T mode coupled to an ion-acoustic
wave. According to Eq. (13), in the case of relatively weak

driver pump (typical for EBT), we have T <TL(kl, and conse-

quently the dynamics of a low-frequency mode is completely
descnbed by linear theory, namely, it will dissipate lineariy.
The influence of low-frequency turbulence {or in other
words ion noniinearities) on the dynamics of parametrically
excited hrgh-frequency modes is beyond the scope of this
paper. If T)@r for the excited low-frequency mode, a de-

scription ofsaturation processes by (12) and (13) is not ade-

quate. This is usually called strong turbulence regimerr (see

Sec. II B 2).

1. Stokes' line cascading and driver pump depletion

In the following, using as an example a LHW, we shall
discuss weak and strong turbulence processes in a relatively
weak driver pump electric field. In the regions where
to6 - corr(rlSloirc (@rc is the frequency of an ion-cyclotron
wave and ar.r, the frequency of a LHW) the dispersion of the
LHW is strong (see Fig. 2) and, consequently, saturation of
instabilities could be efectively governed by the secondary
decays as a special case of weak turbulence processes.2''2'

The frequency spectrum of LHW has the form

t,LH :,r,{,)[, * + (L)' # - i o.oi +H]
(231

Stotan and N. A. Krall 2941
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The total number of cascades is found to be

,rf : -inl l' .'n - "'l'll .

I rrt o, (rl )

+ : 2y * -, W u*,r* - ZyrrWn.rn* .

(241

Tn_tW,:TutWn -TnW^*r. (26\

Taking into account the dependence of y, on l/'n [see Eqs.
(2), (3), and (8)l from (26), we obtain the simple differential
equationHere O,(r) is the local ion-cyclotron frequency. The first

term in the bracket in 124) is the known result of power ba-
Iance theory {see Ref. 10) and the second one is specific for
LHFR. lf ylTta (the case of relatively strong driver
pumps), then the maximum number of cascades is

.^y' 5 arr" Vl/O,(r) lro,,52<rln(r); in the opposite case parame-
tric processes are ineffective].20'30

Taking into account (21)and (22l,we can transform Eq.
12) to describe the k-space-time evolution of the nth cascade.

In doing this, we have to make the following substitution:
L wrr:L ly'{.L;2y1klwrr(k)-2f - t1;.ta - t\ wfL(k)and
2y*.(kl%yr(kl:y'")Bt"tlV t"r+ t)(ki'* 

"). As a consequence,
we obtain a system of power balance equations in the form

uY' :2yow, - Zyrnw, - 2y,llt.,
dt

uY. :2],,v1/. - zl,.rly., - 2yrwr,
dt

Equation (27) is obtained under the assurnption of parame-
tric excitation of a low-frequency quasimode when 7,
< lo 1T t is satisfied (70 is the primary growth rate). In (27)

we have also utilized the fact that, in the weak driver pump
approximation, parametric growth rates can be expressed in
terms of the wave energy density in the form To: AoY[oand
Tn : AnW^ fsee Eq. (2)]. Here y, is the growth rate of the
rth cascade, and Wo ar.d V[/^ are the energy densities of a
driver pump and the n th cascade given by (resonant case)r8

- +: lo !s- 
1y^.

cln To A"
(271

- { tw,),,. : !!- + (wol' t,
dn To bn

(28)

In the case of excitation of well-defined low-frequency
modes (yr4ar, To)Tt) by relatively weak driver pumps,
the dynamics of high-frequency cascades is described by

(2s)

A description ofweak turbulence processes by system (25) is
valid only in the case where the k-space width of a cascade is

small compared to k spacing between cascades. In other
words, the growth rate has to be small, / <yrc (7r. linear
damping rate of the ion-cyclotron wave), which is satisfied
for EBT's relatively weak electric fields. As a consequence, a

line'like turbulence spectrum is to be expected in these ex-
periments. A detailed treatment of system (25) is given in
Ref. 10. The last equation in (25) is written under the as-

sumption that the deposited driver pump energy goes com-
pletely into weak turbulence. However. if the total number
of cascades is large enough, a significant amount of power
will be transferred to a strong turbulence region (condensate

region) which now plays the role of a second channel for
power deposition (see Sec. II B 2).

As seen from (25), in a quasistationary state (d /dt -0.),
the saturation of each cascade will be governed by the con-
vective termY n@ /dr,\Llt* and by the nonlinear term 27n0.

lY * . The influence of the convective term on the cascading
saturation mechanism is strong if l/H/L" )7*, (I- is the
local plasma inhomogeneity scale length in the relevant,di-
rection). The influence of convection of waves on saturation
is treated in Ref. 10, where expressions for absorbed energy

and absorption rates were obtained. If yH/LN)?zNr, then
saturation of parametrically excited waves is completely
governed by convection. This occurs in the case ofextremely
weak driver pumps and high group velocity of excited waves.
The amplitude of the convecting wave is finally saturated by
depletion of the driver.12

Let us now consider the nth cascade in (25). In the sta-
tionary state we have

(2el

Here we have utilized the relations To: Bo(Wo)'t2 and yn
: B,(lv^)r/2. Integration of (28) and (29) gives the turbu-

lence spectrum in the forms

(30)

(31)

As seen from (30) and (31), the turbulence spectra are dis-
crete (iine-like), which is a consequence of the assumption
that /6, T^/(Dt {weak parametric turbulence approxima-
tion). If /6, /, €a1, a strong interaction between cascades

takes place and the description of cascade dynamics by (27lr

and (29) is no longer valid. In (30) and (31), 1{is the total
number of cascades that can be easily found from the equa-
tion (this is equivalent to demanding that the intensity of the
last, nth, cascade be equal to the threshold value)

ToWr: 
^f ,rr'r,

to be

N-2lyJyo)lAN/At\, Ta 1T {TL ,

N -3lyJyr)(B N /B )2, T ) Tx,TL .

It is to be noted that results (33) and (34) are not general and,
as seen from (24), they are modified in the lower-hybrid fre-
quency range. The parametric turbulence level is defined by
Wru*r/n,?t , where

N

Wr.11*":22 W^,
a: I

Ll/n:T' -A.o-1yo1y - n) * wo.rn ,

To An

n : 1,2,. . . ,I{, Tn 1T 1Tr,

*":(+)'(*)'*"w-^',
n : 1,2,. . . , iy', T> Tu,Tt .

(32)

(33)

(34)

(3s)
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arrd n, ,7, are the electron density and electron temperature
in energy units, respectively. The factor of2 in the expression

for Wru 
" 

comes as a consequence of the simultaneous exci-

tation of two high-frequency waves with inverse wave vec-

tors. A simple algebraic calculation leads to the final forms

wr"*r-r(l"A..v Yo H/oa 1s-Ay y, \
\At At T, Tn Ar I'rxn/'

ls 1/ 1/1' (36)

(37)

Takrng into account that Wo,-rHR/Wo: ls/y6 tf yo

<lolTt [see Eq. (2)], the turbulence energy density can be

expressed in a convenient form in terms of the threshold
energy density:

ul /dReer\-2 /dRee..1-:Err*, -4 
'; -; i- " 

---= i---,1-;- ta:-t
l.t1.u \ O@ /l:1, \ oo / k:r,

"el*)*..,,
If the low-frequency mode is weakly
have from (2),

Wo.-rHR/Wo: l'tla/fi.
Repeating the above procedure for the turbulence energy

and for the first cascade in the case of convective instability
[compare to (26)]

lm koV.uWr:?Im k* VrrW, - 2 Im ktYLHW2,
(43)

where the subscript 0 denotes the pump, Im ,t, is the imagi-
nary part of the wavenumber in the first cascade, and
Im k* is the spatial damping rate of LHW. If secondary
and primary decays are of the same nature, then in (43),
Wr* W, and IV, can be found from Im ko-2lm k,. Then
combining (42) and {43), we can define the driver pump de-
pletion length I at which all power is absorbed by the plas-
ma:

rL
VoiWo(O) : - 2 | Im k.,, VLHW'.,,TLB di, (44|r

Jo

where i denotes the direction ofconvection. In the first ap-
proximation, from (44) we have

L conv
Yo., W,lol

(45)
2lm krrl/.u U iTiu (0)

where 0 denotes the reference surface. Equation (45)could be
written in a somewhat different form:

r mnv Vr.,
L :-

ZIm koVrn

The term WITL, is derived in Ref. 10 for the case of well-
defined modes and quasimodes.

2. Lower-hybrid wave condensate

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that through cascading pro-
cesses a sigaificant amount of energy (if ylycr) could be
deposited in the condensate region, k" -0 and, consequent-
ly, Vr-r, -0. In this region (shaded area in Fig. 2), secondary
decays are not possible because of the impossibility of satis-
fying selection rules. Accordingly, all energy of LHW with
wave vectors perpendicular to Be, k,-J), wiil be stored in the
form of LHW condensate where strong turbulence3 t satura-
tion mechanisms take place.

A condensate region can be described by power balance
equations:

* r**: Psr - 2t'fll w."^o

- Zy^*W,,nd - 2yww Ll/"on6,

*rr, : zT*awr, - zfi]i'",, wrr.

Here W"ono is the energy density in the condensate region
ar.d l|/rn is the energy density in the short-wavelength re-
gions as a consequence of nonlinear evolution of modulation
instabilities.3r This leads to rhe transfer ofenergy from long-
wavelength regions into short-wavelength regions ik,>ko").
Herey^* and 7*w are the growth rates of modulation insta-
bilityl and of decay of LHW into whistler waves coupled to
some low-frequency mode,r3 and Psr denotes the power
density transferred from the weak turbulence region into the
condensate region (see Fig. 2). It is evident that if Pwr-0,
the condensate of LHW will not be formed. However, if
T/Tta > lao - ,orr(r\l/0,(4, then parr of the energy from

w,u*u-,r(+)' (?)'# *,
Wo1**l7ruxs, T ) T a tTr.

Ta 1To<Tt . (38)

damped (yo> yL), we

(3e)

Wr(01
(46)

w\""'lo)

density, we obtain

|Y,u *u -,, * (+) 
| _'i, 

(*), 
='i,

"(#)'(+)' wo"* ' rolr"'r'l (40)

The importance of secondary decays is determined by the
ratios {Ao/A r) and lBo/B r). If primary and secondary decays

are not of the same nature, then .4 r l lo and B, > Bo, which
can significantly reduce turbulence levels (38) and (40). In the

opposite case, -805,8, and AoSA1.
The case of excitation of two high-frequency modes

could be treated based on (40). Now, the right-hand side of
(37) is to be multiplied by 2 to include the existence of two
high-frequency modes. Further, the substitutions pt, 

-1t 7r,

€y+€st and y"-y, are to be made. Accordingly,

-. pL lA Reer\-3 I B^\, /Br\ow,u*, - ru ; \-^= );;:" l; ) \fi ) *,.,""
(41)

It will be shown in Sec. II B 3 that the expressions (38), (40),

and (41) piay cruciai roles in the calculation of nonlinearly
absorbed energy.

Writing (12)for the pump in the stationary state we have

evokwn: -Z\olYt- -2/,w1'Ji-r '

W?liu:2 , W?"' ,

l47l

(48)

:
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the weak turbulence region will be transferred to the strong
turbulence region (condensate). In high-temperature plas-

m4 f:r-0, the energy in the condensate region will be

transferred into the short-wavelength region, rf y^*)/**,
leading to the appearance ofsuprathermal electrons.3a In the

opposite case, 7**>7-oa, energ) will be rrradiated through
whistlers. To determine what channel will be preferential in
the condensate region requires separate consideration and is
not in the scope ofthis paper.

Power balance gives Po: P*r + Psr, where Po is the

power of the driver pump, P m the power of the weak turbu-
lence region, and P sr the power transferred from the weak
turbulence region into the strong turbulence region (Fig. 2).

Consequentl!, P6:Pm(l +a), where a:0 if TJT*
<lro - ror^(rll/Q,(r) and q : Psr /Pw if TJlr,
>lan - arr(rll/Q,(r). Here we have assumed that total ex-

ternal power flows through primary and secondary decays in
the weak turbulence domain (krlko\.Using (24), (47), and
(48) in stationary phase we have

o={: T** ( ,. n, 
- ,). (49r

P*r ywlk-ku) \ Jrr-x r,.,0 - autl4 /
This expression gives the ratio of power deposition in strong
and weak turbulence regions under the assumption that the
main saturation process in the condensate region is the decay

LHW-WW + Z fin 147) f;,-0, T^* -0], where Z de-
notes some low-frequency mode. If, however, modulation
instabiiity evolves in the condensate region (/-- >?r*),
then in (49]r y* is to be replaced by ?r*-. In the EBT-S
enyironment, as'seen from (49), the transfer of energy from a

weak turbulence domain into a strong turbulence domain
takes place if yJyr" > 20, which is easily satisfied for colli-
sionally damped, primary excited (ka <k*tr) LHW or for
relatively stronger driver pumps.

3. Anomalous absorption

A quantitative description of the nonlinear dissipation
of the electric field energy of a driver pump is based on the
anomalous absorption frequency (r," ) and the anomalous ab-

sorption length (2, ). The anomalous absorption frequency is

used as a local absorption characteristic through the expres-

sion vo @!/8Trl, representing the nonlinearly dissipated ex-

ternal energy per unit time and volume. The anomalous ab-
sorption length represents the length over which the total
external energy is nonlinearly absorbed: L o : c / vo in ECFR
lsee (a5)]. It is obvious lhat voWo:ZloW' The energy con-

tent in the first cascade (P/,) could be found, neglecting lin-
ear dissipation, from the equation

lolWo)W, -- TrlW)Wr. (50)

In the first approximation, Wt-Wz, which gives
Wt : f (Wo\.If primary and secondary decays are ofthe same
nature, then ll'r-Wo. Finally, for the nonlinear absorbed
power density we obtain

Q:2yr(W).f (Wol. (sl)

From (51) a crucial role of secondary decay is evident. If
primary and secondary decays are of the same nature, a
known results5'36 Q:ZyoWl/8Trl, could be obtained from

(51). Another way of defining the absorbed power density is

by means of the turbulence energy density in the form

Q:ZynWrr*, . (52)

From (38), (,lO), (41), and (52), it is evident that the effective-
ness ofthe cascade saturation mechanism strongly depends
on linear dissipation of the high-frequency mode. This
mechanism is definitely most effective in the case of extreme-
ly small linear damping rates of excited high-frequency
waves [see (,10)and (al]1. This is true, for example, in fusion
plasmas for predominant collisional dissipation of excited
waves with decay wave vectors k, satisfying lk; l(k-u,
where the collisional wavenumber /c-,, is obtained by equat-
ing collisional and noncollisional dissipation. For excita-
tions in which excited waves have significant Landau or cy-
clotron damping, the efectiveness of the saturation
mechanism remains if the driver pump electric field is corre-
spondingly increased.

It is easy to show that the dynamics of high-frequency
cascades in the case ofconvective instability are described by

127) and {29) if the formal substitution yonlm koY, is made

lsee (43)1.

In the case of excitation of the well-defined low-frequen-
cy mode (yrQar, /o>Ttl as convective instability for the

absorbed power density Q*"" - 2lm kovHly*"', we have

uI /dRee-\-2 /dRee, \-2
Q*n": 18 ,:-t- "--l l--" al

llry, \ dco /a:aa \ da ,la:ar

'(+)'(#J' wo'"* ' ro)rn'rt (53)

Here we took into account that

Im &o : t'ro/VrVr\m k"l , (s4)

where Im ks : ya/V1-. It is to be noted that (53) is valid for
electric field intensities satisfying t'>yo . y, and /1/y
X(YE/VL)'/2. Comparison of (53)with g^": yolfl,f$f;,
[see (210)] shows that nonlinearly absorbed energy in the case

of convective instabilities is (yJyrl times larger than in the
case of the absolute instability if the saturation mechanism is
cascading.

If heavy damped modes (y, €a, TolTr) are excited,

Im ko: TJY1, (551

and, consequently,

o*n, :4 lri /a 
Re es 

) 
-'z 

/d Re er 
) 

-'?
Y -- fi" \ a, ).:.,\ oo )-=-,

Additional restriction for the validity of (56) is the ine-
quality yoayr(Vr/Vr). Comparison of (56) with QABs
: yrli/ffi [see (38)] shows that in the case of the heavily

damped mode, the nonlinearly absorbed energy is the same

for convective and absolute instabilities. Note that although
in the inhomogeneous plasma excitation of quasimodes al-
ways appears to be convective, it is not true when inhomoge-

"e)(*)r",,,* , ln 1ro.rt. (56)
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neity of the p',mp aDd plasma are simultaneously taken into
account.:3 In this case, the formai substitution yo-Lm k6Yp

becomes an identity [see (55)l and all results for the case of
absolute instabilities could be directly appiied for the con-

vective instabilities.
For the case of excitation of two high-frequency modes

we have

(7conv- 36L(dReer\-a 1 3^12/ B"\a- t' \ 
-;=)-:-,\;)l,u 

,J ',"""
(57)

It is evident that (57) could be obtained from 153), multiply'
ing by two and substitutil1ltL-pa, €y-*€st yr+/7r, and

Vy-Vs,

III. ELECTHON.CYCLOTRON HARMONIC
RESONANCES

In the standard theory of linear resonance heating in
EBT, the second electron-cyclotron harmonic resonance

layer is iocated in the low-field side and the principal har-
monic layer in the high-field side, respectively, as shown in
Fig. l. Being launched from the low-field side (radial launch-

ing), the X or O mode first reaches the second electron-cycio-
tron harmonic layer (ring heating zonel where it is partly
absorbed. In this layer, as will be shown later, excitation of
two electron-cyclotron or two upper-hybrid waves is possi'

ble, as well as excitation of a second harmonic EC wave cou-
pled to low-frequency modes. Having passed through the

second electron-cyclotron harmonic (SECH) layer on the

outer side of EBT, the driver pump then reaches the SECH
layer on the inner side of EBT where, again, it is panly ab-

sorbed. As seen from Fig. 3 for EBT-S parameters, the right-
hand cutoffsurface is absent between two SECH layers. The
remaining EM radiation is reflected from the inner wall of
EBT in the form of the X and 0 mode and approaches the

principal harmonic layer (core plasma heating zone). In this
layer, excitation of a principal harmonic electron-cyclotron
wave coupled to low-frequency modes is possible by the O-
mode component. In recent literature, absorption processes

in EBT are treated as linear ln both ring and core heating
zones. However, as will be shown for both ring and core

heating zones, parametric processes can take place under

2or.nrr oo.?Orlrl l3o

certain conditions. Accordingly, in both wave propagation
and absorption calculations, noniinear processes must be
taken into account in explaining experimental results.t2''3

We shall study the excitation of plasma modes with fre-
quencies near the local electron-cyclotron harmonic fre-
quency. Let us first consider simultaneous excitation of two
electron-cyclotron harmonic waves (electron Bernstein
modes) with frequency spectrum given by Eq. (A4) and cor-
responding dielectnc permittivity by (A3). The geometry of
the interaction is defined by the wave vector of the low-fre-
quency mode k : l},ky,k"l (k,/ky( l, nearly perpendicular
propagation), driver pump electric field Eo: {0,^Eor,0f (in
vacuum for X mode), magnetic field vector Bo: [0,0,36],
and the driver pump wave vector k6: Ik6,,0,ks, ] (in vacu-
um for nearly perpendicular incidence ko, / ko* 4 I ). Based on
known formalismr6 for the coupling coefficient, we obtain

p,,,:ffil,-(*)'(?)']
(2k,ko"-k3_-krn,l,

(58)
(kj + k)lk',, + k] + tk, - ko)')

In (58)the function d(S)is given by (A8). It is evident from
{58) that the crucial role in this kind of parametric excitation
is played by the finite wavelength of the driver pump.t',u'r,
In the case of simultaneous excitation of / th and m th har-
monic electron Bernstein modes (EBM) for the parametric
Srowth rate we have [aro : U * m)A": ^SO"]

(y+l{Dly+14)
,lmAl ,^^: lt'H ----- K'p"

@p"

t- * ^ -? * fte\tt - ldr)zkD\^t - ma"f
(5e)

In (59), l!{'is the linear damping rate of EBM, which in the
case of perpendicular propagation fk,/k <lm"/m,ltt2) is
given by (A7). Here p" is the electron Larmor radius and
A 

^ 
(x) : I 

^(x)e 
- ', where .In is the modified Bessel function of

the first kind of order n. In (59) ar(I'-r is given by (A4).
In the EBT environment, expression t59) could be di-

rectly applicable if / : m : l, which corresponds to excita-
tion of two principal harmonic EBM in the second electron-
cyclotron harmonic resonance layer (see Fig. l).
Accordingly, from (59)we obtain

k4rL"Q?"Ai(*i p?l

"(, ::
Um\2Alk|pi\a^Wipil

)-'

oXlti
? ur rrt o'.ifl,

ty + llL)': pL,r

with
I I + ,t '/o" - Aolklpillo '

(60)

(61)FIG. l. Radial launchrng of X and O mode (ris the midplane radiusl. fught-
hand and left-hand cutofffreguencies of X mode are denoted by a 

^ 
and o,

and are grvcn by a et : t n, /2 + @l /4 + r'*)t''. Thc cutoff frequcncy

for the O modc is @ - oF. The figure is constructed for EBT-S with O.

- l.5at*, Shadcd areas dcnotc cutof regons.
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For the corresponding electric field threshold value, we have
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E{"

l4nn.T,\tt2

3[1+k'io,-Aolkipi\]'
Ar(k', p'"1

In the second electron-cyclotron harmonlc resonance

layer, it is also possible to excite two EC waves with frequen-
cy spectrum given by (Al0). In this case, in the coupling
coefficient for the "ordinary" wave, the ko, component of
the driver pump is to be taken into account as well as k, of"(*)'[,*(*)']'"

X (k s, r r"J-' ltcr o" ;'lt

,(?)'l -"'#
.(*)'

Here we have assumed, for the sake of simplicity, perpendic-

ular incidence (ko, - 0) and strictly perpendicular propaga-

tion of the EBM. In (60) and (62) dl is the linear damping
rate of the principal harmonic electron Bernstein mode, giv-

en by (/: 1):

Im e*
/ EB - t0 Re err/da)-:,r. '

A,(ki p',1 \

-l

lak2lo"-Ao&ip'"\)'

)'(?)'l
,Q"

\@o

L]

+l

12E

(62\

the excited modes. Then

P2n.z:[Wl,

(for e.", see the Appendix) which, in the case of nearly per-

pendicular propagation lk, / k 41m 
" 
/ ^,)'''f, includes only

collisions [see (A7)J. lf k,/k s lm"/m,lt/2. noncollisional
damping of EBM is to be taken into account, which can

enhance the dissipative threshold several times. The expres-

sion (62) gives the threshold caused by the plasma inhomoge-
neity along the y axis, with I, given by

/ 1* \1,/2

'':l@ffi) (64)

where Lk, is the mismatching quantity equal to
lAkty)l : llhiy)- kglty)- kgl(y)|. Here Vu, is the group
velocity of the EBM, which is given by

e21k, - kr-

t6m!oi
(zk,ko,-k1o,-k;),

(k'z, + k:llkt. + k'z, + (k" - k.,1')
For the parametric growth rate we have

0 + y"7: Qts.2/2\{l"lr,to"/dl"\2 sin2 0. (69)

Comparison of (60) and (69) reveals that the effectiveness of
excitation of two obliquely propagating electron-cyclotron
waves in the second electron-cyclotron resonance layer is

somewhat lower (depending on d )when compared to excita-
tion of two EBM by the X-dnver pump. However, in the case

of launching of the predominantly O mode l2OVo goestothe
X mode), the only possible parametric decay is the one de-

scribed by (68) and (69). Another possibility for excitation is
the simultaneous excitation of two upper-hybrid waves (O"

>a*). In this case, in the long-wavelength region, results
obtained for EBM are directly applicable [see (66)].

As saturation mechanism for parametrically excited
EBM and obliquely propagating EC waves in the second

ECHR layer, we shall invoke cascading processes described

in Secs. II B 1 and II B 3. Utilizing expression (41) for the
resultant turbulence electric field we obtain

- l' I Q.L, /r,.\o Eou k'n,ro"\"'

"'-[i ,'$ (.,L,) tr;;irtrJ 2Eo"*

(70)

in the long-waveiength region, and

_ l-. ._ .{t,L,(ro"\,E., - 
l6 

x ro-' ,{\ rr" )
Eov k,"' 1t" ' -,. - r, 

--l 

--o,THR \'.'
l4rn "T")' 

' ' k i,, o" )

in the short-wavelength region (k'p'"- l). In the case of
weak driver pumps [Zo 5 5 (Ly/l/ED), from (70) we obtain
EEB > 1.5 kV/cm for the saturated electric field of EBM. In
the short-wavelength region, which is of more interest be-

cause of the lower threshold, we have EEB -2C0 Y /cm, lf
this instability appears to be convective, then the nonlinearly
absorbed energy is (yoLrl/Yll times [see (53]l larger than in
the case ofabsolute instabilities. For the convective case, the

nonlinearly absorbed power density reads:

e-n" : +#* *o,r,*, k, pl<t, (.lzl
8 ('/!l)3 o:

and in the short-wavelength region,

+

X (68)

(63)

v$:
ln (62) we shall assume kp" - k, p" -0.1, which for ORNL
gyrotrons 1f : 10.6; 28 GHz, ko-3.3-5.6 cm-t)gives k,
)10 cm-t lp"5l0-2 cm) and kry,to,. Accordingly, we

have

E{, -/ O" \o ku v';L

l4nn.T"ltt: \ao") k2o*ro" Lr{|"
For typical parameters of EBT-S 1dl,/dto"-1.58, p"/L,
- p"/lOlo: 10-4, krrr" -}.2l,from (66) we haveEfi ) 350

Y /cm for V';L - lO'I Yr,.
Analysis of (60) shows that the parametric growth rate

(and consequently the threshold) strongly depends on the
wavelength of the excitations. If we increase k p" to be

kp"-1, then ky-lG cm-r and, consequently, kr)ko,.
Taking this into account from (62) we obtain

dfrp + tsk,,o"(L)' (*)' #, k' p2 - t

(67\

For the above parameters and I/gl S lO-'? Vr, lkrro" -ll,
(67)gives E{rZ50Y/cm, which is significantly lower than
the corresponding value in the long-wavelength region. In
the extremely-short-waveleng:th region, the threshold is ex-
ponentially larger and is not of interest. Finally, let us note
that such a low threshold exists for a very narrow bandwidth
(k' p1 - I ) of the excited EBM.
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kBfD.e:A1\*i pil
wo.n*,

[1 + /c'y'* - Arlkl p:))r
(73)

Let us now study excitation of the EC harmonic waves

coupled to some of the low-frequency modes. The coupling

coefficient in this case, for the same geometry used in obtain-

ing (58), has the form

,,, _ e:klEi, l, _,_ /o" \,/k*\'lttr: 
^;16(ff1'-\A/ \t,/ l

t<'1, + *!
[ * Re1"(a.r,k)]2

+[kl,+kj+(k,-ko,l')
(i4)

/1@nv -, 
taL)

v- (,r$),
k'p1-1.

For the parametric growth rate we obtain

{y + /1tr10 * r): p.11to"tr}"\k'n'"

,[,5-##(*");:;-] '

Ree," - I + 1krr"1-' -@-i-' tu t:-6

,), \. tl'r" d.r0l lk'P;l'
ty -r rcb)\T * Ttyt :; .=_ k"rL

Herc lrn is the group velocity of LHW given by (for the case
of "cold" LHW)

vty:,,,(2\L{-+ -*, r},-"\k-/m"l k2 k- t

and yttt is the corresponding linear damping rate. Substitut-
ing typical values for EBT-S parameters for the case of well-
defined LHW (7r, 4V*1/Lrl, the threshold vaiue of the
electric field Efi 2600 V/cm is obtained (VEL>5X l0-2
V7", V41Z l0-2 Vr"). It is easy to prove that for the same
parameters [see {75)], the threshold value for the excitation
of ion-acoustic quasimode (in order to satisfy selection rules,
ion-acoustic waves propagate neariy perpendicularly and,
consequently, are heavily damped) is three times larger, and
in the case of ion-Bernstein harmonics twice (or less depend-
ing on harmonic number / ) as Iarge as the above value.

For shorter wavelengths, instead of (76) we have

ty+l3Ll0*rts.)

: p'r"Oo@ln
k2lo",lr1kl pi1

(78)

[1 + ,t'lo" - e"fti plll'
It is easy to see that the growth rate given by (78) for k2pl - 1

is nearly twice as large as the value obtained by (76) for the

same excess over threshold,.Eo"/E {y). A significant decrease

in the threshold could be reached in the k tpl 
- t region be-

cause of the extremely smail group velocity Zrjl [see (65)]. It
is to be noted that dissipative threshold cannot be in compe-
tition with the inhomogeneous one because of the negligible
collisionai damping rate of EBM for / > I [see (A7)]. For the
threshold value in the klpi - I region in the case of excita-
tion of well-defined LH modes, we obtain

(E{r)= ,n( Q" \. It + k'lo" -,ln&\pll\'
4tryrl -''\% ) \k"r-)\kr-)A,k'o')

VELV,"v----------::j- lTOl

L 2'o|'a'n

The threshold value for the excitation of the lower-hybrid
quasimode could be obtained from 179) by the substitution
Vrn/L,.arr-Tt*/@ttt S l. In the spatial regions where
excitation of a well-defined LHW is possible, depending on
the mismatching quantity A : o, - 2Q"ly), from (79) for
EBT-S parameters and for k'p'"-1, YgL-10-3 Y7", we

obtain values for E I around 60 Y /cm.
The saturation level of the excited second harmonic

EBM could again be thus invoking cascadings. It is to be

noted that primary excited second harmonic EBM can
further decay into other SHEBM coupled to some of the
low-frequency modes in the long-wavelength region or into
two principal harmonic EBM in the short-wavelength re-
gion, k'pl>t. The latter case, however, is not of interest
because of the relatively high thresholds for primary excita-
tions. Utilizing (40), we have

(75)

In (75), e. is the low-frequency dielectric permittivity corre-

sponding to the relevant low-frequency mode and

@- - a{L : @ t - @o. Expression (75) can be applied to

EBT plasma if I :2, which corresponds to the excitation ol
the EBM with frequency ar!1 - 2O" coupied to some of the

low-frequency modes in the second electron-cyclotron har-

monic layer. For low-frequency modes we shall study the

lower-hybrid wave,
., ,,,,

Re 6.r, -1 +? - ---;,lL: @'

the ion-acoustic wave,

Re 6,, - 1 + lkro")-2 - 4,/[ott - Oi),

and the ion-Bernstein wave,

l2.l,1k'pl1

k'p?(, - /o,)

From (74) it is evident that the finite wavelength of a

driver pump for this type of parametric instability does not
play a crucial role as in (58). Furthermore, for this excitation
the approximation of a dipole driver pump (kn - 0) is valid.
For the excitation of the lower-hybrid wave, the parametnc

growth rate is given by (k2pz"al\

(76)

Here pr-*, is p. for | -l X"(a,k\- l. In (76), in the case of
excitation of well-defined LHW, we have T> y'iL, @ys, dttd
in the case of excitation of heavily damped (quasimode)

LHW we have y 4Tr-^ 5 ,., . Here ar* is the lower-hybrid
frequency given by

a)LH : a o, fl + 1at o" / {l 
".12 

l- "',
where ar, is the ion-plasma frequency. Repeating the proce-

dure for finding a threshold, the following expression is ob-

tained: k 3fo"lrrt.*Q"\312.1 3=/2lk lpi) ,, , ,.
[1 + ,t =io" - ertklp;l)t

F, PL"LI,t;u --
yr"(vELl"iz

lE {,1' 288 / O" \' {krro")' V'\LVr

ffi-,ft\;)i7-r-, k'pi<t

(771

(80)

For the same excess over threshol d lED, / E {r) \y 5 5 vpa / L, ,
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y Z /rr) in the long- and short'wavelength (k'pi - I ) region

from (80), we obtain 3 kVlcm and 300 Y /cm, respectively.

The electric field E., given by (80lris (ya/yt ) times larger
'where 

7o > /rn ] than the corresponding value in the case of
excitation of LHQM (yo <yt ) [compare (38) and (40)]' BV

use ofthe expression (53) for the nonlineariy absorbed power

density we obtain

ltl* L, 1a,rrdl"lz(kr r")*,q tr\k 1pl)
Q*" : Wo.r^*.

frrv'\L [1 + e'y'o" - Ao(k1p!)^

(8 1)

Finally, let us consider excitation in the pnncipal elec-

tron-cyclotron resonance layer (see Fig. 1)' As seen from Fig'
1 , this layer is accessible for the case of axial launching (Fig.

4). Here we shall assume that the driver pump propagates

along the z axis with the electric field along the y axis. Then

the coupling coefficient reads (resonant excitation)

Pzr :
e'1k1E\,&i + kl\

In the near-threshold reglme for k2pl- 1, (85) gives Er"
Z2OOY/ca.

Another possibility of parametric excitation in the prin-
cipal harmonic layer is excitation of the obliquely propagat-
ing EC wave. For both X and O modes, the driver pump
threshold is somewhat higher than the corresponding one
for the excitation of the EBM. [n the case of the O-driver
pump launching, excitation of EBM does not take place, and
the only possible decay is aro*OEC * L, to an obliquely
propagating EC wave and a low-frequency mode.

IV. UPPER.HYBRID RESONANCE

Reflected electromagnetic waves from the wall of the
EBT (inner side, see Fig. 1 ) can reach an upper-hybrid reso-
nance layer. This process is possible because of the very
small distance between the ar^ layer and the arr" layer given
by A,Z" : LtloaF\/O"(z) - l),L" : l(l/B\(dB /dz\l-1,
which is comparable to the length of evanescence h,Z"
: [c/A"@\L*,,f't' L*.,,Lp,, : U1/nl(dn/dzl)-r. Accord-

ingly, we shall assume that significant WKB enhancement of
the pump electric field takes place in the UH resonance lay-
er, where the transverse pump wave is linearly converted
into longitudinal UH or EBM waves.38'3e Consequently, in
our calculations we shall include the WKB process in the
component Eo, (actually this is the electric field of the linear-
ly converted mode) which is typically Eo,/Eoy i 5. Parame-
tric processes in the upper-hybrid resonance layer can also
be induced by axial launching from the high-field side ofthe
X-mode driver pump. In both cases, propagation of EBM or
UH waves is along the X axis. The coupling coefficient has

the form

ttzL.vu : fff*,,,"t' I 
r + (*)'(*)']

x[1+ReX"(a.r,k)]2. (86)

In (86) the driver pump is treated in the dipole approxima-
tion. For the parametric growth rate we have

(T * yurJ| + yrrl: lt'r,un\ar-naunl(oo"/roun12/4.
(87)

For the threshold value (convective threshold) we obtained

16lk i + \k, - ko,l' l^'"oi

*fl + k'fr" --Aolk'rp'"\)' Il + Re7"1ar,k)Jr. (g2)
A itk;p;)

For the parametric growth rate and threshold in the case of
excitation of LHW, we obtain

(y+ALl(r*rt,"l: P,,
) [1+/c'1"-Ao(klp))'

k?l*dl"arrA Jklp')

elkipTl vtLv.

, (83)

(84)
(E[,]' :8 fg)'
41rn.T, \a* / lk y r D)zlkr D"l' L ] Q,o4^

In the short-wavelength regron k'pl- l, from (84) E& is

approximately 40 V/cm (f. -500 eY, n"-/y l0r2 cm-3,
and lrEL - lo-2vr"l. In the long-wavelength region
(k'p|<ll, the threshold is greater by an order of magnitude.
For the saturated electric field we have

plLi /{1"r.*\"'Li,:v2L)jr"\ : /
k)lD"A1"&1pil

{E[,]'. (85)

[1+k'to"-Aokiplll'

FIG. 4. Arid launching of thc X and O modc. Notation is the same as in
Fig. 2(a). Casc (a) corresponds to reflect d waves from thc wall at thc inner
sidc of EBT. Cas. (b) dcnotes axral launching from thc high-field sidcs of
EBT.

(yunVu, * lutYusl'
a)usL)LsVrrVu.

(88)

From (88) for EBT-S and for (k,p,12 -10-t, EL
f, zt00 V/cm. Taking into account WKB enhancement, we

obtain E{y-7AY/cm.
For the saturated electric field of upper-hybrid wave, we

have (yo> yrn)

,1"-#(*)"',rr*r, (8e)

and in the case of LHQM (yrlyr ),

si,--(!.v-,,L(',"\'tr{-f . (eo)
Lbfr,a1.ut \@un /

The nonlinearly absorbed power density is (/o > /r-H )

(E[,]' /a,r* \' Il-t
4nn,T, \O,/ lk,p,l'

(k,P"\'<1.
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(el)

Here 7gg is the Iinear damping rate of the upper-hybrid
wave [see (Al2)].

Finally, one more possibility of parametric excitation in
the pnncipal harmonic resonance layer is the case of O-mode

launching in the axial (from the high-field side) or radial
(from the low-field side) directions (see Sec. III).

V. LOWER.HYBRID RESONANCE

In the past decade, a comprehensive linear theory of
parametric instabilities in the lower-hybrid frequency range
(LHFR) has been developed.2o'ao In contrast to a large num-

ber of papers dealing with the linear theory of parametric
instabilities, only a few papers treated saturation pro'
cesses.lu'oo In this section we shall give a power balance treat-

ment ofsaturation processes (see Secs. II B I and II B 3) for
the EBT environment.

We consider mode-mode coupling processes along the

propagation cone of a slow wave{r in EBT plasma (see Fig.

5). The geometry of interaction is defined as follows: In the

vacuum we assume Eo: lEqr,\Eorl, Eo,/Er,<1, and for
the driver pump wave vector l<o : I ko,,O,ko, ] with y,o,/k,^

{1, nearly perpendicular incidence. In the case of a slow-

wave launched (the other possibility is launching of a fast-

whistler wave)42 from a plasma boundary, n, : cko,/oto> 2,

the electric field in a plasma (shaded area in Fig' 5) is quasie'

lectrostatic with k,/kr-ko,/kol-En,/Es1<1, where 1 de-

notes quantities normal to Bo.

For the above assumed propagation of a driver pump in
the x-z plane, using (6) and (7) for the coupling coefficient' we

obtain (ion dynamics are neglected)

-L (k, - u,W*# o:)' - 
o :rl,ffil

(e2)

This is the general coupling coefficient taking into account

Q^', : ,li',* ,. (""\' w,.n *.l67G-sTwt \@ux /

parallel, polarization, and EoyBo drift coupling. In what
follows, the region of interaction will be divided into severai
zones (see Fig. 6) to distinguish between .Eo, and E6XBo
dominant coupling and excitation of Gould-Trivelpiece (G-
T) modes, (k,/k)2m,/m.o(1, and lower-hybrid waves that
appear to be the limiting case of G-T modes when (k,/k12
m,/m" 51. We call the zone where G-T modes could be
excited (zone II in Fig. 6) the edge plasma zone and the zone
with effective excitation of LHW the lower-hybrid wave
zone.

A. Nonllnear processes near the edge of EBT plasma

As seen from (92) the ratio betw een Eo" drift and Eo X Bo

electron rf drift coupling is (k, yko,): (Eo,/Eo,\z(k,/
k rl'(Q 

" 
/ a ol'. For LHW (k 

" 
/ k r\ - (m 

" 
/ 
^,1' 

t' and for typical
driver frequency. e.g., the/.,- 300 MHz used in linear heat-
ing simulationa2 of EBT, the E'0, coupling dominates in elec-
tron density regions where n 

" 
(cm-31 5 0.5O. 1s- 

t; 
1O" is the

electron-cyclotron frequency at the edge of EBT). For
Bo-0.1-O.3 T at the edge we have n" 5 (l-4)X 10ro cm-3
(see Fig. 5, zone I). In this region, excitation of Gould-Tri-
velpiece modes with a frequency spectrum of

ot: oto"a(k"/klll + ikrfo"), kzfD" <1, (e3)

FIG. 5. Resonanc€ cone propagation of lower-hybnd wave tn EBT (shaded

area) and geometry of the magnetic field and driver pump in the vacuum.

Zones i. II, III, and IV are explained in Fig. 3. Here 2b is the length and 2a is

thc width of onc m.rrror section.

can take place. The corresponding real part ofthe dielectric
permittivities is

Re e(a.r,k) : | - @i" cos 0 /co2, cos 0 -k,/k. (94\

In (93), oto"lrlis the local electron plasma frequency. It is easy

to see from (93) that for propagation k,/k5(m"/m,\ttz aG-
T mode transforms into a LHW o-opr(r). The density
threshold for excitation of G-T modes could be obtained
from roo-atr,10)-oo"\rl cos d + @t lat frequency of some
low-frequency mode). For G-T modes with
cos2 0 (m , / m" ) : 10, we have a density threshold
z" 5 3.6y l0rt cm-3 (Fig. 6, zone II). Similarly, the density
threshold for excitation of LHW {cos2 0 5 m"/ m,) in deuter-
ium plasma is n 

" 
5 9 X 10'2 cm -r. Accordingly, in zones III

and IV in Fig. 5, it is potentially (if the electric field is strong
enough) possible to excite LHW.

In zone I, the G-T mode wave vector 15 [ : Ik,,0,k, ] .

Here k, : 0 because the Eo y Bo drift is negligible and k,,k,
are consequences ofcharge separation along .Eo, ,Eoz, respec-
tively. Now, from (92) we have

PLt: l6(k-kol'on"?"" \ro
x[(k, - ko)En, - k, - ko,)Eo,lofi/{l!))2. (95)

From (95) it is evident that even in the case of a strong Eo-
component, coupling caused by Eo, is dominant. In the re-
gion with n" 34x l0ro cm-3, the electron plasma frequency
is otr"5l0ro sec-r so that a driver pump with frequency

-fr-3N MHz can excite G-T modes with cos 0ZzXlO-1.
Excitation of Langmuir waves (cos d- 1)is possible in a re-
gion of n" 5 5X 108 cm -3. Deposition of the driver pump
energy in the latter case is negligible because of the extremely
small plasma frequency. This case is equivalent to ,E'o, -0
(and consequently k, -0), which is appropriate at the plas-

ma edge where density gradient along x is negligible. In

(l + Re y")tlkro")' (T)"
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FIG.6. Radial profilc of plasma density, n., at the midplane 1z:0) for

EBT-S. The frcquency of the dnver pump is,f,-300 MHz, and n..*
:2X l0t2 cm-r. Zone I represents a rcgion of dominant Eo, radio-fre-

quency elcctron drift coupling, and zones II, III, and IV of dominant
EoXBo radio frcquency electron dnft coupiing. The density threshold for
EoX Bo coupling is n.., - 4 X l0'o cm - r. Z.one II, inciuding zone I, repre'

sents a rcSron of cffective cxcitation of Gould-Tnvelpiece (G-T) modes, and
zones III and IV are zones ofexciation oflower-hybnd waves. Conditional'
ly, in this paper, zones I and II are called the plasma edge zones. The maxi-
mum density for excitation of G-T modes coupled to an ion'cyclotron wave

isobtainedforcos2 flm,/m,) ] l0andamountstoavalueofrt. : 3'6x 10t'

cm - r. Z,one IV is the region ofstrong linear conversion ptocesses and is not
considered in this paper. A plasma density where coo-2a*lr1cos0,

cosl Qm, / m,)- l0 is given by r..: - 9 x l0ro cm- r and the density at which

excitation of two lower-hybrid waves [cos2 $m , / m,) 5 I ] takes place is giv-

en by n".. S 10r2 cm-3.

somewhat deeper regions, .Eo, becomes significant because

of the density gradient along x (see Fig. 5) and the k, compo-

nent of the excited mode is appreciable.
In the region between points I and 2 (Fig. 6), coupiing

caused by the EoXBo electron rf drift becomes dominant
and the coupling coefficient, obtained from (92), has the form

Itrztz:
(1 + Rez.)2

+ k3, - lk, - kr,)',

x[ko,Qk, - ko,)+ ko,(zk, - ko,lf',
in the case of dominant Eo, coupling, and

FL,,
[/.L+ka(2k,-ko)]'

m'z"aiol (k'zy + k:llkt, + ktr + lk. - ko")')
(e8)

in the case of dominant EoXB, coupling or, in other words,
when propagation of G-T modes is in the y-z plane.

Let us first consider the excitation of a G-T mode cou-
pled to ion-cyclotron waves. For the parametric growth rate,
we obtain from (2):

lr * yo-r)ly + l2l : 11f /2)(ror" o, cos d )

* -. 
o',f?", 

-2n,q^(kipil. P9l
ll + k2fo"12 T,

Here yo-, aud y'il are the linear damping rates of G-T
modes and ion-cyclotron waves (see Appendix). In (99) cou-
pling of the modes can be through Eo,{l-t:1tr.r) or the
(EoXBo)(fz:pr.r) coupling mechanism. Maximizing the
growth rate with respect to krp, gives klp, - 1.2. A slight
decrease in growth rate with increase of n is also seen from
(ee).

In region 1 (see Fig. 6), we have dominant Eo" coupling
and, consequently, propagation of the G-T mode will be in
the x-z plane, so that ko_, : lk,,O,k, I with k,/k,<|.
Further, in this type of excitation, as seen in (6) the dipole
approximation for the driver pump is valid so that for the
threshold value of the electric field we obtain

l Re y"l2o:0" cos dO,

l6 icn'3 I

olr'll

xff7w,,,",'(#)(?)'

xIr+(ff)'(?)]

,.2 e' [(k' - ko,lEw - &, - ko,)Eo,koe/Qll]2
PH.t - 

^rrrld
1.-,r.mrr

',t\

',\

llcm.3 \
.a 

\
\

\
r.l \

\

(e7l
t, 

[t'\,1'u"
I I rrr iri

t -i"'
, ,to''

l-- 
- 

il"'
l-i1"I r ltol(

. . (l + k:io")2 T, 1 vo -v,,!
k'ir" T" nA,tklp;l L:

where Zo-, and Vll are group veiocities of G-T and ion-
cyclotron waves, given by

In (96), k, is a consequence of EoXBo coupling and k, of the

Eo. component. Accordingly, in this case, proPagation of G-
T modes is in they-z plane.

In the region left of point 3 (Fig. 6) where ar6-arri(0)
Z?to*(rlcris d, it is possible to excite simultaneously two G-
T modes. If Eo, coupling is dominant, they will propagate

opposite (k > lh) in the x-z plane and in the case of dominant

EoXBo coupling, they will propagate in the y-z plane' The

corresponding coupling coefficients could be obtained from
(7) and (8)in the form

Vc-r : {- ao"k,k*/k. ,o,or"k',/k'},
(r0l)

k2:k',+*i,
and V!! : 6a/0k, where a-r takes the form (A17)in the case

of excitation of ion-Bernstein modes and form (Al8) in the
case of excitation of ion-cyclotron waves. Also, in the case of
excitation of IB modes, Re,y" : - (Un2)(a*/dl,l2cosz 0,

cos2 0 (m, / m" ) S I [see (A l4)], and in the case of excitation of
ion-cyclotron waves Re7" :1kro"l-z lsee (A15]]. As seen

from (l0l), the x component of the group velocity is domi-
nant; accordingly in (100), I/G-r and Vr. represent the x
component of group velocities. In (100), I is a wavenumber
mismatching quantity which in the case of 2a' foldings is

given bya3 t : U/(0h,k,/0x,1]r/2 where Ak : ko - kr

- k, and i denotes the relevant axis.

In zone II (see Fig. 6), G-T modes coupled to ion-cyclo-
tron waves are excited by the EoXBo coupling mechanism.
In this case, G-T modes propagate tn the y-z plane. Conse-

k3,e)'l+l'.

(e6)

1g I 0 s6'3
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quently, kc-r : l},ky,k,l, k,/k,>1.
ue we have

E3,

For the threshold val-

( 106)

the form (note that in zone III only EoXBo coupling is possi-

ble)

(y-t y,nlly + lll
El, !.Yqqo,,,"f(T)

"*o( -##E)

Vc-r : {0, - at o,krk,/ k 3,co 
r"lkf, /k tl},

I 103)

1rz: k; + ki.

In this case, propagation of the driver pump is in the x-z

piane, while convection of excited waves is in they-z piane,

but mainly along the z axis [see (103)].

Point 2 in Fig. 6 denotes the surface at which the driver

pump frequency is twice the local G-T mode frequency for
propagation cosz 0(m,/m")a l0' Consequently, to the left

of point 2 it is possible to excite two G-T modes in region I by

the Er, coupling mechanism and in region II by the Eo X Bo

coupling mechanism.
The parametric growth rate for the excitation of two G-

T modes has the form

T * To-r : \ 1toto" cos 0. (104)

In the case of dominant Eo, coupling, G-T modes propagate

in the x-z plane nearly opposite (lk"-r l>lhl) from that in

the short-wavelength region. For the electric field threshold

value we obtain

4tn"T"
E I /@,,\'( O. \' (l * k2io,)'

(l + R" y.)' (krro")' \ro") \rr") k'Po,

T, I I Vo-Vr.x- 

- -, 

{102)" T, nA,lklpl ,* cos dO, L2

where

I V'"-,
Y-' 

,of,, cos'0 Lz

In both (105) and (106) we have assumed relatively shorter

wavelengths (lkl> llrol) of the excited waves, which give

higher thresholds but the case is more interesting from the

aspect of plasma heating.

B. Nonlinear processes in the interior of EBT plasmas

Let us now consider region III (Fig. 6) where excitation

of a lower-hybrid wave coupied to some low-frequency mode

or two-coupled lower'hybrid waves can take place. If a

LHW coupled to the ion-cyclotron harmonic wave is excit-

ed, the parametric growth rate for resonant excitation has

2951 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 28, No. 10, October 1985

4rrn"T,

"(?)',."0,i# Lu.klpt (ro7)

Taking appropriate values (see Appendix) for Re l"kt,k\,
(107) describes the excitation LHW + tCW or LHW
1 IBM. Furthermore, in order to satisfy selection rules a.ro

:a)LH * @rc, k : krn * krc for propagation cos2 d
(m,/m"\ S 1 the ion-cyclotron wave has to propagate back-

wards, k i.pi > 1 . Maximization of the growth rate ( 107) gives

t 'rp?- 1.5. Consequently, relevant parameters for EBT-S
calculations are (kr:kr):krro" -0.2, kop" -0.1, and karpi

-0.04. For typical parameters of EBT-S in region III,
n" : lotz cm-t, B : 0.5 X 104 I, and Ti -25 ev, for the
perpendicular wavelength of the pnmary excited LHW we

obtain around I cm. Knowing k, we can easily find k" from
(20) for a given oo - ofnf), or for a given k, we can find a
distance Ar from the surface at r at which the k, mode is

excited. We note that here roo - oln(r)yar,. (r) so that exci-

tation takes place relativeiy far from strict resonance a,lo

: @ru(rl, which corresponds to excitation of well-defined
ion-cyclotron waves. Excitation of an ion-cyclotron quasi-

mode that takes place in the region whera @o - aln!)
(arrc (r) is not of interest here because it has a higher thresh-
old.2o

In (107) ?rr_n is the linear damping rate of a LHW, in-
cluding collisional and perpendicular ion-Landau dissipa-
tion (zone III, Fig. 5):

Yu,:",(ff)'(, .*) '

E3,.,

4tn"T"
(los)

In (105) it was assumed that k,<k,, and for the group veloc-

ity the z component has to be taken [see (101)].

In the case of dominant EoXBo coupiing, two G-T
modes can be excited in the region between points I and 2

(see Fig. 6). Waves propagate nearly opposite in they-z plane.

For the electric field threshold value we have

E 3,., : 4 ( ,n\,/ o" )'/ k, )'
4,r,,"r1- tk"r"i\A) \A) \k*)

(108)

In regions I and II (see Fig. 5), the dominant noncollisional
dissipation is parailei electron Landau damping. It The colli-
sional wavenumber, obtained from ( 108) equating coilisional
and perpendicular ion-Landau damping, is

k*,,,o" -#(+l"l^ o(TX*)'] -'",,oe)

which for EBT-S in zone III (Fig. 6) gives k"o,, rr" - 0.8. Con-
sequently, pnmary decay will be in a strong collisional. re-

gion ko ( k.ou ) that significantly minimizes the dissipative
threshold. This dissipative threshold,ot however, cannot be

representative because even a minimized convective thresh-
old gives higher values as will be shown in what follows.

Taking into account that k'4r"11,(1 + Re y")2

-(kro.)-o, so that the threshold for excitation of a LHW
coupled to a backward ion-cyclotron wave (k1p? > 1) has the
form

?)*('.*)-'- ( t\t/2 tori 
,

\ a / \kro"l'
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(ilo)

Here L'.n is the group veiocity of the lower-hybrid wave
along the z axis:

E3,.. ^V,_rV'{. 1 T,:\-4'trn,T" L: a.*A, T"

,(#)'(*)'ri^

v,s: ,,"(b)tt,-*,,1

The ratio between thresholds (l12) and (110) is lkrrn/nla
\oo,/Q,la(m,/rn. ):cosa g. For propagation defined by cos2 d
\m, / m 

"l - 10- r, and for typical parameters of EBT-S, we see

that an ion-cyclotron wave (n: l) has a threshold nearly
four times lower than IBM,t If n : 2, thresholds are approx-
imately equal, and for z > 3, the decays LHW + IBM(') have
lower thresholds. Note, however, that as z increases, the
thresholds, in principle, also increase [see (l l0) and (l l2)].

Finally, in the left-hand side region near poinr 4 {see Fig.
6), it is possible to excite two lower-hybrid waves. The para-
metric growth rate has the form

(lll)

If instead of a backward ion-cyclotron wave an ion-Bern-
stein wave is excited, we have

(zo,)o

(krrr"la(ao" cos d )a

(il3)

In (l13) the coupling mechanism is the EoyBo radio-fre-
quency electron drift. For the corresponding threshold value
for convection of LHW along the z axis [see (l 11)] we have

(y * y',1: Lr,r(#ft)(?lEi,., ^vrrV'# 1 T,

4tn"T, Lt tlrr{|, T"

"(ff)'(*)'#*,
-m,

.orz B-:(1.
m.

(1 12)

I

Let us now apply the expressions obtained to calculate
the thresholds, using EBT-S parameters in the appropriate
zones (Fig. 6). In zone I we still assume a" - l0r0 cm-3,
8o : 0. I T, and T" -25 eV. In the case of excitation of a G-
T mode coupled to an ion-cyclotron wave (100), the cutoff
density for propagation cos2 0 (m,/m,) ) l0 is z" 5 4 X l0r I

cm - 3 and for cos2 0 lm, / m,)Z lO3, n 
" 

s 4 x 10e cm-3. Con-
sequently, we shall primarily be interested in G-T modes
propagating at larger angles cos d Z 0.05. For the above pa-

rameters and for L - | cm from (100) for the case of excita-
tion of a G-T mode coupled to a backward ion-cyclotron
wave, we have Eo"., - | kY /cm, and in the case of excitation
of an IB mode, Io,.. -50Y/cmfor n - l. We note that for
higher harmonics the threshold increases as (n3/21/A l/2 io
the case of IB modes and as (l/nA^1r/2 in the case of back-
ward ion-cyclotron waves. In the case of dominant Eo\Bo
coupling (between points I and 3 in Fig. 6)from (102), we

have Eo,., -250Y /cm for excitation of backward ion-cyclo-
tron waves and Eo,,r -ZOY /cm for excitation of IB modes if
n : 1. In this zone we assumed n" - lOrt cm-3, 8o-0.3 T,
ar,d T" - 100 eV.

In the region left of point 2 (Fig. 6), it is possible to excite
two G-T modes. If the dominant coupling is .8o,, from ( 105)

the threshold is Eo,.a-1500 Y/cm, with n"-l0ro cr-3,
T,-l0o eV, and L-10 cm. Here EoXBo coupling in this
region is stronger and gives somewhat lower thresholds,
around 500 V,/cm [see (106)].

Finally, let us investigate threshold values for excita-
tions in zone III in which we shall assume n" - 1012 cm-3,
L-500 eV, and .Bo-0.7 T. In the case of excitation of,

(lt4)

I

LHW coupled to backward propagating ion-cyclotron
waves, (ll0) gives E*.r2300 V/cm. If an ion-Bernstein
mode is excited, the threshold is around 100 V/cm; in the
case of simultaneous excitation of two LHW, it is around 600
V/cm [see (114)].

Once it is excited in a particular zorre, a G-T mode or
LHW can further decay through two different secondary
channels. The first secondary channel is decay ofa primary
excited G-T (LHW)modeinto another G-T (LHW)coupled
to a low-frequency mode; the second one is the decay of the
G-T (LHW)modes into two other G-T (LHW)modes. As
seen from (46), the driver pump depletion length depends on
the energy content in a first cascade Wr. If pimary decay
(G-T + IC) is of the same nature as secondary decay (G-
Tt+ ICt), then lVl0lZ ll, (see Ref. 10). Consequently, for
the driver pump depletion length we have L -
Yo,/2lm koY, or, in the case of absolute25 instabilities,
L : Voi/2y. If secondary decay is of a different nature (G-
Tt + G-T2), then, if its growth rate for a given intensity of
the electric fleld is larger than the growth rate of primary
decay, 17, could be significantly smaller compared to W(O\,
thus leading to larger L and consequently to less efficient
nonlinear absorption. Comparison of primary and secon-
dary growth rates in & space is out ofthe scope ofthe present
paper. Instead, we give estimates of depletion length under
the assumption that secondary and primary decays are of the
same nature. Thus, we give a minimum possible value for Z,

In the case of excitation of a G-T mode coupled to an
ion-Bernstein mode in zone I (Fig. 6), the nonlinearly ab-
sorbed power density is [see (53)]

(l l5)

2952

H : .fu(ff)' (*)', (*| (Z)', e)', (?)',

e *n' : 
# 

r r o.f (r," e, cos 0 !:-ntr 
" 

t * l p! 1)' wo.r r* .
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Here, in the coupling coefficientpl, (95) [ I * Re.y"(ar,k]] - lao;/n0.,l2cos: d, cos: 0 5(m,/m,l' If the EoXBo coupling

mechanism is dominant, the absorbed po*"r density could be obtained from t115) by the substitution ptr-pr, l(96\1.

Knowing the nonlinearly absorbed power density, it is easy to find the driver pump depletion length [compare to (46)]:

L*n' : Y,tlWo(Ol/Q*"'1. (l 16)

In (l l6), I/0., is thex component of the group velocity of a siow modeo''ot in LHFR (O, <@o 1@p" 1Q"), given by (see Fig. 5)

Ysw:{ t'o,o,t}, (ll7)
I nlt @p. ntl t

where n,, : ck,t/rr)ois the parallel index of refraction that must satisfy the accessibilityrt"rs criterion

nfr>l+a$/ai.
The nonlinear absorbed power density in zone II, caused by the excitation of two G-T modes' is

Q*n" : &3 /l6(L-r\(lrxz@p" cos 0 \awo,r:rr*.

In zone I the threshold for this decay is significantly higher (see Table I) and Q """' is smaller. It could be obtained from (l l9)by

substitutionp xz-Pur.
In zone IIIlFig. 6)excitation of LHW takes place with thresholds in the domain of available intensities of electric field

(note that Eo"/Eo*-ao/ar" gives significant enhancement of component Eo, in zone III, which actually is a driver pump).

The nonlinearly absorbed lot"". density for the case when both modes are well defined lrotsl|ut, corc\Trcl is given by

(118)

(l1e)

O*n" : tt 
I

VLVr*
( r20)

( 121)

I

tro,-30 cm and )"oL--lO cm. Taking typical parameters of
EBT-S in zones I, II and III from (122) we have L, - 100 cm

-lo),ot, Ls-A6, and I,,, S0.52or. Accordingly, we can

conclude that in zone I the driver pump power absorption is

negligible while in zone II, where coupling is dominated by
EoXBo, absorption caused by the decay aro-r * @rs (see Ta-
ble I) can be significant. We expect strong nonlinear absorp-

tion in zone III through excitation of LHW coupled to ion-
Bernstein modes (see Table I). This can significantly
influence linear conversionlr in which all the driver pump

power is supposed to reach the throat of the mirror section

where linear mode conversion takes place (Fig. 5). It is to be

noted, however, that the above estimates are lower limits.
Taking into account secondary decay ofdifferent types, the

influence of plasma inhomogeneity on buildup of turbu-
lence, low-frequency fluctuations induced by other
sources,a6 etc., will give larger L and, consequently, decrease

nonlinear absorption.

VI. ION.CYCLOTRON HARMONIC RESONANCES

The application of radio-frequency waves in the ion-cy-
clotron frequency range (ICFR) has attracted considerable
attention in thermonuclear fusion research. This concept
has been intensively studied in tokamaks (see, for example,
Refs. 47 and 48) and in EBT (see, for example, Refs. 49 and
50). In this frequency range we have two mode conversion

h)' o k, io)o (ro,,n, ?)' ( *. x 
" 
t,,k\k1' n e 

" 
t li e? t zo,**

In(120), Re1"(a.r,k)- (krr"l-' if anion-cyclotronwaveisexcitedorRe y"(ar,kl- - latr,/n{1,)2cosr d, cosr 0 5lm"/m,\,if an

ion-Bernstein mode is excited.
Finally, for the case of excitation of two LHW, the absorbed energy has the form

e*n' : #(^"m)' (f)' *,,^*i k, ) ko.

Let us now give estimates for the driver pump depletion

lengths in different zones (Figs. 5 and 6) in the upper limit of
applicability of a weak turbulence theory T 5 fr, , for the case

of absolute instability or ImkoY, SOr (fl denotes G-T
mode or LHW) in the case of convective instabilities. Under
such a condition, the depletion length takes the simple form

)c0)o
2nt,O, ao"

For the parallel index of refraction of a slow wave at the

boundary layer of EBT we shall assume nlp -1. This gives

TABLE I. Thresholds for parametric decay a, : a t I ot for vanous dnv-

er pump frequencies and decay products for EBT-S parameters and driver

pump depletion length.

ao at @2 E7, zone I 8., zone II E7, zone lll

tl))\

a<i.t ao-t alc
Ool (DC-r (l)tg

ao-r ac: atc
(Daq aol ats
bo-, @a-r ao-r
21Do-T ac-r (Dc-r

@tU (Dts @tc

otn avg ots
zaLH atg @ts

Driver pump depletion
lengrh

I kVlcm
50 V/cm

I 500 V/cm

100 cm

/50 Y /cm
20 Y /cm

50 V/cm

10 cm

300 V/cm
l0O V/cm
6OO V/cm

55cm
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heating regimes: minority ion (H, rHel heating at the funda-
mental ion-cyclotron frequency and majority ion ldeuterons)
heating at the second or higher ion-cyclotron harmonic lay-
er. In Iinear conversion, a fast magnetosonic wave is convert-
edinto an ion-Bernsteinmode aral : ndl,,5t n : 2, 3. . ., or
at a: Oir + O,2 in a two ion-species plasmasz (Oir, Oi?,
ion-cyclotron frequency of majority and minority ions, re-
spectively). In nonlinear mode conversion, treated in this
paper, a fast magnetosonic wave decays into longitudinal
ion-cyclotron harmonic waves mutually coupled and/or a

harmonic wave coupled to a low-frequency ion-acoustic
quasimode.

We study excitation of plasma modes with frequencies
near the local ion-cyclotron harmonic frequency assuming

that the driver pump frequency is a;o - mO, + nO, : JQ-
(m, n : 1,2, . ..). The geometry of interaction (see Fig. 7) is

defined by the driver pump electric field Eo : [0, Eor, 0J in
the vacuum and the magnetic field vector Bo - [0, 0, -BoJ. In
the linear resonance layers, because of the inhomogeneity
along the x axis, the driver pump electric field will have an

Eo, component caused by WKB processes. Consequently,
En :1E6,, Eor, 0l , Eo, l,Eor. This component, Eo,, is ac-

tually the eiectric field ofa linearly converted ion-Bernstein
mode in the corresponding resonance layer (Figs. 7 and 8).

For the wave vector of the excited ion-cyclotron harmonic
waveweshallassumek : Ik,, 0, k,], k,/k, < I [in ICFR,
perpendicular.Eo. radio-frequency ion drift is the basic cou-,

FIG. 7. Geometry of EM wave-EBT plasma interaction in ICFR. The an-
gular frequency ofthe driver pump {fast magnetosonic wave) is chosen to be
equal to the ion-cyclotron frequcncy at the ar.is of EBT. For aro;O.(0), in-
teraction takes placc at higher ion+yclotron harmorucs resonance layers.
Shaded areas denote regons of noniinear interaction located somewhat
further from linear conversion surfaces, ao : O.(0), too: ZQ,lr).

pling mechanism (7)]. For this geometry, the coupiing coeffi-
cient [see (7)and (8)] is

_ e?k',El, lko,(zk, - [0,) + ko,(2k- - ko,l)'

m?l.dlsll' (ki + t ) U*, - ko,)' + (k, - kd'l'
( 123)

where [a.ro-SO,, see (Al7)]

A,(k1p?l
lr24l

In the nth ion-cyclotron harmonic layer it is possible to
excite the rth harmonic coupled to some low-frequency
mode. [n resonant excitation, the only possible low-frequen-
cy mode is a low-frequency ion-acoustic wave. The corre-
sponding coupling coefficient is

oo= 2O1 oo,

-o' l'r r \i

P,H

d(S) : ,ol - O?: (S + 1) o, | (s - 1)O, + SO,\
T"

Ti t a kzfo" - Aok', pil + lT"/Ttlft - elkl pill)

The parametric growth rate for the excitation @o: ldli
a mQ,(I, m:1,2, . . .) by a fast magnetosonic wave (see

Fig. 8) is given by

0+/ll\\y+1,?')

' 
(kr'"14 / T' \':rh 
too? \ ," /

(tml3At(k1plV^&1. p?l
( 125)

(otz - mz0ll'(@' - l'Q?l'

In (125), a.r takes the form (A18)for the case of excitation of x2

ion-cyclotron harmonics and (Al7) in the case of IB mode
harmonics. For the EBT environment, (125) will be analyzed
for/ : m : l,i.e., whenaro - 2Q,.In this case, excitation of
two ion-cyclotron waves (IBM) propagating in nearly oppo- 1'11rY112

site directions (lro) is possible. Then (125) reduces to [com-
pare to (60)l

(y + lrlva, - p,r(kro"l2(7"/7,fir(k'z, pl). (1261

The maximum growth is obtained for k p, - 1.2{At-0.22ir.

For the convective threshold caused by the plasma in-
homogeneity we have

E'o,., 3/o,\' I /?i\' I v\1.*
4rn,T, 2\ar,) lkrr"lt\r,) ,lrlkipil L,Q,

(t27\

" eik"Ei,
ui : --:.-:-- . I I + Re y"tar. k)]:,

+m?16k-)1'1

with

(128)

)-'
x{ ::

\/:tD:l

ilj o.--i r--
l'il

l:l
l.)
i2

1i-',
_--Lr

2 lu 
o /0"i|,o/fli

FIG. 8. The index of refraction, N = ckJox, of the fast magnetosoruc wave
for ncarly perpendicular incidcnce cos2 1rlm,/m,l5 l. The low-frcquency

ion-acoustic wave is indicated by ar,. Hcre c aad Z^ are thc spccd oflight in
vacuum and the Alfv6n spccd. respcctively. Shaded areas correspond to
shadcd areas in Fig. 6.

t
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( r2e)
m.

Note that for cos2 0(m,/m,15 I the low-frequency ion-

acoustic wave is heavily damped (resonant quasimode 7,

-a.r,). For the growth rate we obtain

tr + /{l\{y * T,l: Vt2L/8)\bD"lo@,

X( T

1+ReX.1ar,k):1+ h-ry
"or'e 

*' 
€1.

+: L \oro)' lr,t,tkl p?t,
r.i

and for the threshold

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this review we presented a nonlinear mode conver-
sion theory for plasma parameters and geometry of the inter-
action typical for the EBT environment. Pump wave thresh-
olds were calculated for decay into a variety of plasma
waves. The results are shown in Tables I and IL The condi-
tion for validity of the presented theory (weak parametric
turbulence, To, T,(.ror-atul in the ECFR is

Eec 4(#".x#)(#)'" Eo, /,res,ru',
(137)

for the case of excitation of well-defined modes, and

Eea 4(#)(ff),,, rEs<ysr,^, (r38)

for the excitations of quasimodes. Also, validity of the theory
is based on the assumption of weak electric fields of the low-
frequency mode so that the low-frequency waves will not
influence the power balance equation written for high-fre-
quency waves. Utilizing the Maniey-Rowe relation, it is easy

to show that

(Tt/7"\

,lki p?l(nQ,l3A

) 

- 

" 

(l3o)

t-

i

Qo2 - n20llz

where ar, : kY, cos 0 and V, : 1l,/m"lttz. In this case, as

seen from \L30l,y < Ef,, in contrast to T n Eo,, which is valid
lor the case of excitation of well-defined modes.

In the pnncipal ion-cyclotron harmonic layer from ( I30)

we have

(l3l)

F2PQx.T

4rrn"T"

From (127) taking n"-lOtt cm-3, T"-500 eV, and I,- I

cm, we have Eo, Z 50 Y /cm, and from ( 132) which is valid

for the regions near the EBT axis, n 
" - lOt2 cm - 3, Eo, ] 250

Y/cm.

For the nonlinearly absorbed power density in the

@o: Zdli resonance layer, we have

:' (*)' @# 
efti p?t +# (r32)

e.on, : fi*orr"f (rrn,

( l3e)

Typical vaiues for EBT-S and obtained values for E 
" 

give
for.E.r, approximately 10 V/cm. This is, however, the upper
limit because in (139) it was assumed that all energy in 1/ low-
frequency cascades is concentrated in a single one. Accord-
ingly, it is not likely that such a field can produce low-fre-
quency turbulence.

At present, EBT operates in two modes in ECFR. When
operated up to 60 kW at l8 GHz with the magnetic field in
the central midplane of 0.5 T, it is called EBT- I . If operated
with 200 kW at 28 GHz with Bo-0.7 T, it is called EBT-S.
Further, 24 mirror sections are fed by a single gyrotron. In
EBT-1, consequently, oniy 2 kW are available per section.
which is not sumcient to produce any of the considered para-
metric processes. In EBT-S, the available power flux in the
second electron-cyclotron layer is approximately 20 W /cm:
\EoS 120 Y /cml and in the pnncipal electron-cyclotron lay-
er approximately 4 W/cmt (r'u 5 60 V/cm). These values for
the electric field are not enough to produce parametric pro-
cesses in the long-wavelength region (k'p'" < t\. However, in
the narrowband short-wave length region, we expect that

TABLE IL Thresholds and saturation electnc field of a high-frequency
mode for parametric decay a.ro : @r * a. for various pump frequencies and
decay products for EBT-S parameters.

kp" Er E-,

otl.fr" / t,r, \Ein - -i-l:lEi".oii@'* \Ttu )

1)

o

v
i-

and in the ao: Qi resonance laYer

T- - -\4
T A 

't* 
', oi\ ) 

w,. r"" ,

(133)

? n,*oi c?))'',,,*
( 134)

econv - h+1tr,"v'(o,

The dnver pump depletion length in ICFR has the form

L *n" : Y,UYopl/Qcotrv] - I' (135)

wbere V, is the x component of the group velocity of a fast
magnetosonic wave given by

vrv: {r^!=,o,voYJ, ,^ :+, (136)
L t( Kt 14rn,m,

vg
jy
in
to

with ,/A being the Alfv6n speed. For the typical parameters

on the axis of EBT and for foZ 30 MHz (2oS l0 m) from
(135), in the upper limit of applicability of weak turbulence

theory TSa,- l0-rO,, we have L-"")-100 cm, compara-

ble to the vacuum wavelength of the driver pump. Conse-

quently, we can conclude that nonlinear absorption can play

a significant role in ICFR.

2n,
2{t,
2{t,
20",
o
o.

@va

o.,
Ors
2o."
2o*
0r"
or"
0ux

ou"
ouu
o.*
or*
O.n
o,..
atu

0.1
1.0

0.t
1.0

1.0

0.1

0.1

350 V,/cm 1.5 kVlcm
50 V,/cm 200Y /cm

600V/cm 3kY/cm
60Y/cm 300 V/cm
$Y/cm 2j0Y/cm

4NY/cm 2kY/cm
7OY/cm ZkY/cm
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instabilities evolve to a significant turbulence level. For fu-
ture experiments with Po-600 kW, this will also be true for
the long-wavelength region.

In the present experiments, in the second harmonic EC
layer, we expect observation of the second and principal har-
monic EBM in a narrow wavelength region /rs - I mm

{short-wavelength region with respect to pump,to- l-2 cm).
Also we expect the observation of a number of ion-cyclotron
harmonics in both pnncipal and second harmonic EC layers

with wavelengths,tr" - I cm.
When comparing parametric absorption with linear

damping, it is important to take account of the spatial loca-
tion (away from resonance) where parametric absorption can

take place, since the wave amplitude is very small exactly at
the resonance layer (because of the linear absorption). The
spatial extent ofthe parametric absorption layer can be esti-
mated from aro - Q" (x) 5 a1, (or kV, for ion-acoustic wave
excitation). Expanding O" : O"(0) ll + 6x/LB\ gives

LxSLB \as1/dl"\=l/40 La, a distance of a centimeter in
EBT.

Although in this paper the standard heating scheme was
considered (Fig. 1), the obtained results are also valid for
fundamental and "scratch" heating schemes.53

In a future reactor-size EBT, an electric field of 1 kVl
cm per section will be available so that inequalities (137) and
(138) cannot be satisfied. Accordingly, parametric processes

must be calculated in a strong coupling regime when the
present theory is generalized to include coupling between
cascades.

Finally, the existence of parametric processes will not
only affect absorption characteristics of the system, but will
also change the spectrum ofwaves in the system leading, for
example, to direct heating of ions, as well as preferential
heating of different parts of the electron distribution func-
tion. These processes are all under investigation.

In LHFR, the feasibility of heating EBT plasma by lin-
ear conversion processes at the throat of the mirror section
was examined recently in Ref. 11. In this review we have
assumed that the parallel index of refraction of the plasma at
the frequency of the drive pump, slow lower-hybrid mode,
satisfies trolt-- ) no,, I max(no,1ac,no11l ). Here ro1,o. is given
by the right-hand side of (l l8). By requiring nou > nou" (no,,,

defines the parallel index of refraction when electron Lan-
dau damping of LHW in zones I and II is negligible), we
exclude competition between parametric absorption and
electron-Landausa absorption in zones I and II. Further,
ne11*- is determined by the condition that linear conversion
take place at least 2-3 cm from the EBT axis.tt Processes

inside this distance (zone IV, Fig. 5) are not considered in this
study.

In the ion-cyclotron frequency range we have consid-
ered processes that take place at @o:2dli and oto: Oi (at

the axis of EBT).
As a characteristic of nonlinear absorption, we utilized

the concept of the driver pump depletion length. It was

shown that in both LHFR and ICFR the depletion length
can be equal to or less than the vacuum wavelength of the
driver pump, demonstrating the effectiveness of parametric
absorption in these frequency ranges.

Direct heating of ions through parametrically excited
ion-Bernstein modes can directly influence linear conversion
processes in LHFR by removing the linear conversion layer
further from the EBT axis, thus preventing the linear heating
of the core. In ICFR, development of nonlinear processes

that takes place in front of the linear conversion surface (see

Fig. 7) can lead to enhanced bulk plasma heating through
cascading processes.

Finally, let us say that although parametric processes at
the EBT boundary layer do not play any significant role
from the aspect of overall driver pump power deposition,
they can infuence the apparent spectrum of a driver pump
by changing the propagation characteristics. From the other
side, pararnetrically excited ion-Bernstein modes can en-
hance the initial level of low-frequency fluctuations (for ex-
ample, fluctuations caused by the drifrinstabilitiesla6 which,
in turn, can lead to additional scattering of the driver pump.
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APPENDIX: LONGITUDINAL CYCLOTRON WAVES

In order to evaluate dielectric permittivities of electron-
cyclotron waves entering in ( I ), we will utilize the Ginzburg-
Rukhadzess dispersion relation for Maxwellian longitudinal
plasma modes in the following form lwith some changes in
notation, it is identical to the Fried-Conte dispersion rela-
tion56)

e(r,r, k) : Re6 * j Im 6 : I + ) =+-? k2l*

xlr - t  e,t*i.p',tL r=A* o-l{1.

",_(#)] *n*,,,

where

(Al)

(A2l

2S56

- i@lx exp( - xz/Z) ,

afi A,(xl : Itll exp( - x). Here -I,(x) is the modiied Bessel

function ofthe first kind oforder n, arrd roo an,d po are the
Debye and Larmor radii of a particles, respectively. The
wavenumbers normal and parallel to the magnetic field vec-
tor 8o are denoted by k and /c,, respectively.

In the EC harmonics frequency range, a-nlo. l, in
(A I ), the response of the electron plasma component is domi-
nant, so that for perpendicular propagation (&, -* 0, elec-
tron-Bernstein mode), taking into account that l*(x) - l,
a + &t we have

t -(r- fe(ar, k)- I *;--k'l*\ 1:L--o-ldl,

F*(x):,",n( -)I*r({)*

xAt(k'ell) + ir*u.
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In EBT-S plasma, we have typically {1, - l.&op. so that pc

4ro". Taking this into account along with ,46(.x) -l fs1
x I L, and AoF) .- 0 forx > I from (A2), we easily obtain a

resultr8 that is valid for arbitrary wavelengths:

Ree{a;,k}:l- r,f;rffi
, t-Ao@lpll
- *rt*

) l(n : 0, l, . . .), we have dielectnc permittivity for upper-
hybrid waves:

Re ers : t - Ao(klO:l\O:Y,il'.
k'fD.@'

-elklpi),=='n=1 -,w_$, (All)

Im er*, : - ?rtll*" (*).:*

- t=7- a)

-\tttt wrmfi

',:4,, 
A,(klpl)*o(-trffi (Ar2)

In the long-wavelength region (this case is considered in Sec.
IV)from (Al l)and (Al2), a known result for the cold upper-
hybrid waves"'re could be obtained.

In the frequency ratge a-n{li, n:1,2,..., and for
EBT plasma, dl.Z@r", T"-207,, using (Al) for the linear
ion susceptibility we have f(ro - nA)/lk,lVr, \ l,
n :0, * l, X.2,. . ., Re f *(x)- | * l/x2l:
ReX,(a.r, k)

| (7"\(,:A(T/(.'-ro(ktPit-
3 o*lvzr,A"\

\ 

-l

^?-* lo-nu,f )'

: zn2,a,a!)-
,?t o2 - n'O?

For the frequency spectrum of the electron Bernstein modes
from (A3) we obtain

co,r, :ttn,t (, .'m) (A4)

In the long-wavelength region (k' p'" < l, k 2 lD" ( I ), taking
into account that I,(x) - xt /Ttl t, x < I, we have

/ tk, pll tt - k, p1l\
tD,ti: t o"i (l +:i;._Ft), (A5)

and in the short-wavelength region, taking into account that

(A3)

iA6)

(Ae)

{Al0)

I,(xl-d(rxl-'/2, x > l,

<ott) : llo" I It + (t/Gkt p"io")) .

From (A2) it is evident that the EBM (k, :0) are purely
collisionally damped. The linear collisional damping rate is
given by (see also Ref. 16, p. 93)

^)tl _
I coll -

Qla|"v",k'lo"(l' + llAlkl p'1")

LOUIl'U a k2fo" - Aolk" p?))'
The function /(/ ) is defined by

6(ll: oi - ol :1/ + t)o" (n"f, - ,l

I,(k' p'"\ - \+ lQ" : :' ' '' | = exp( - *i pli I. ie,a)' t +krfo" _Aolkl pil- -''' -'''/

In (A8), @o-rD\tt wherea,(/)is given by (A4). In the case of
quasiperpendicular propagation k,/k > (m",/m,1t /?, the
imaginary part of f * (x) is nonvanishing and, consequently,
EC modes are Landau- and electron-cyclotron damped (for
details see Ref. 19, pp. 267-288l,.

Along with the above considered modes propagating
perpendicular and quasiperpendicular, obliquely propagat-
ing EC waves also exist in strongly magnetized plasmas (O,
>o*\.The corresponding dielectric permittivity and fre-
quency spectrum [in (Al), k' pl < I and (ar - l0."\/lk,lVr"
I ll are

Re e(a,l, k) : I - 1ot|,/af - O]) sin? d,

o): dl,fl + \ (ae,/o";2 sin2 d ].
In (A9) and (Al0), 0 is the angie between the wave vector k
and Bo. The excitation of this mode is very effective by the O-
driver pump and the process can take place in the EC reso-
nance layer in the case ofaxial launching from the high-field
side of EBT [see Fig. l, cases (b) and (c)].

From (A I ), neglecting the ion response in the case where

Q, 1@ qaus(dl" > oto,) and \ot - lQ")/ k,',Vr"
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For the electron susceptibility, if ro/lk,lvr" > | and
lQo - n0"ll/k,Yr" -ailk,V7."O"/dli ) l, we have

Re y"(ot,kt:;E(t - u,toi pil - Ao&1 pilry
.3 2n2o1A^ \) 

-t.

n?r o) - n=O|/

(A7)

(Ar3)

(Ar4)

(Al5)

It however, oillk,lVr, 4 | and ico - n0,l/lk,l
XVr" < l, then Re f *(.x)-x:, and consequently

Re y.(a,. kt:;E(r -rilt ic;t o*
: u"n'zQl \) 

-t.

n?t k:vi" I
For smaller k,, with o:/lk,lVr" <l and lo - n0"l/lk,lvr"
I l, we have

Re y 
"(a, 

kt : ;Efr - n,t* loll fi
_; ,!'ni!"=(ru oiri" 

=\1 . (A16)
nat oz - ,tO: \ trrt - n0,,f ) )'

The modes with linear susceptibilities given by (Al3) and
(Al4) are called ion-Bernstein modes, and those with elec-
tron susceptibilities given by (Al5)or (Al6)are called ion-
cyclotron waves. For the frequency spectmm of an ion-
Bernstein mode we obtain
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and for ion-cyclotron !ilaves,

,: no.(t * L,\ 
T,

,--n{t(,*!.,\ 
T,

A^lk'p?)

| + k'fr" - Ao\k2p!1a 17"/T,l [l - A"(k'zp!)]

A^lk'p?)

(Al7)

(Al8)
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